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United Press International DE OUR Nth YEAR
Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper
Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, June 20, 1963 MURRAY PVPULATION
 10, 100
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and
Calloway County
Vol. LXXX1V No. 146
$359,422 ELDERLY HOUSING 'MAN OK'D
\.Recreation Area
To Be Reality
If Grant OK'd
WASHINGTON 1UPS - A national
recreants, center in the Between-
the-Lakes area of western Ken-
tucky and Tennessee will oecome a
reality if Congress approves the
WInte House request made Wed-
nesday for $4 million to start the
Project,
If the appropriation is approved
it will enable the Tennessee Valley
Authority to finance planning. ini-
tial land acquustion and some con-
County Man
Passes Away
Yesterday
Arvie Williams. age 71, passed
away at 2 00 p m on Wednesday at
his home on Murray route six
Survivors include his wife Ola
Williams. • daughter Mrs. Robbie
Falwell of Murray route two: his
son in law L B Falwell: a sister
M. s. Haf vs illoug,hoy of Murray
route three. three brothers Harley
and Everett of Murray route three
and Ovie of Murray mute six; a
grandson Jerry Falwell and two
great grandchildren Jill arid Timo-
thy Falwell He was a member of
the Sugar Creek Baptist Church.
The funeral will be held in the
J H Churchill Funeral Horne
chapel op Friday at 2 00 p m with
Re'. Norman Culpepper and Rev.
Ons Jones officiating Burial will
be in the Elm Grove cemetery
Friends may call at the funeral
home until the funeral hour
Sinking Spring To
Hold Bible School
Vacation Bible School will begin
at the Sinking Spring Baptist
Church Monday, June 24. and will
continue through Friday. June 28
Clas.ses will be from 1 30 PM un-
til 4 30 P M each day All children
ages 3 through 14 are invited to at-
tend
Preparation day will be this Fri-
day, June 21, at 1 30 PM
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struction in the I70,000-acre area
between Kentucky Lake and un-
completed Barkley Lake,
Rep Frank Stubblefield, D-Ky.,
urged the H ouse Appropriations
Committee to approve the lull sum.
President Kennedy said last week
he would ask for the money because
he expects the area to become "A
recreational asset that will stim-
ulate economic growth of the re-
gion "
When completed. the facility is
expected to serve 70 million persons
Within a range of 500 miles Total
cost for land acquisition alone is
estimated at $10.5 million.
The lowek
lure in the nation this
Ina reported to the US. We.-
Bureau, excluding Alaska and
t Hawaii. was 37 degrees at Hough-
ton. Mich The highest reported
Wednesday Was 110 degrees at
Needles, Calif.
•
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New Hospital
Progress Report
--- -
The progress report on the new
Murray Hospital for the week of
June 10-14 has been released
The weather during the week
was fair with a low of 66 and a high'
of 94
A beginning was made on the
erection of the metal stud parti-
none Carpenters finished settingl
forms for the roof slab on the hos-
past apd the mechanical building.,
Cernght finishers rubbed concrete!
Socks laid on penthouse Electri-
cians hung wire ducts on first floor.
Plimbers worked on vents on third
floor and water lines on second
floor Cast iron tested
floor. form.s for roof slab on
Carpenters set door frames on se-
. I
 Sheet meted
men installing ducts on third floor
mechanical building and forms for
steps Tray subveyor in kitchen set
Bricks laid un the vault and blocks
on penthouse Outlet boxes on se-
cond floor set by electrician.% and
wire ducts on first floor
Lathers set steel studs on second
floor Final slab on roof of hoerpital
poured Bill Castleberry of Ire Pot-
ter Smith.. Architect on the Job
Ironworkers laying steel on roof
slab for mechanical building
Stone columns set Oy bricklayers
Funeral Of Bruce
Hill To Be Today
Final rites for Bruce Hill, who
died Tuesday morning in an auto
accident, will be conducted today
in the chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home
Rev Layne Shanklin will officiate
the service at 230 pm Burial will
be In the Temple Hill Cetntery
Hill was killed in an accident
Tuesday morning at 6 30 in front of
the Lake Stop Grocery on Highway
04 East Two other people were in-
jured in the accident that Involved
three moving vehicles and a parked
truck
The active pallbearers are Darrel
Hale. Jerry Hale. Stanley Hale, Jer-
ry Pendleton, Ra.*h arid
Ben Harrell
Friends may call at the Max
Ohurchill Funeral Home until the
service hour
Pickets Removed
At Mayfield Site
- - - -
MAYFIELD. Ky VPV -- Pickets
at two municipal housing projects
here had been removed today pend-
ing further talks between the con-
tractor on the hiring of more Negro
workers
Cornell Jones, president of the
local chapter of the National Asso-
ciation for the Advancement of Col-
ored People, called off pickets Wed-
nesday
Seven Negroes had picketed the
two projects Monday Mid Tuesday
protesting that only three members
of their race had been hired by the
contractor. Ralph Boyer. Sikeston,
Mo
Jones said that Boyer had been
cooperative and had hired mcre
Negroes The pickets had not inter-
fered with work and there had been
no disturbances
Need For Jobs For
Teens Says Breathitt
LEXINGTON, Ky. !UPI) - Dem-
ocratic gubernatorial nominee Ed-
ward T. Breathitt Jr.. told 250 de-
legates at the opening of the an-
nual Girls State here Wednesday
that teen-age unemployment is a
big problem in Kentucky
"I am convinced," Breathitt said,
"that our present educational sys-
tem does not provide many young
people with what they need to move
into the labor market."
He said that as of April, a totkl
of 54,310 Kentuckians were unem-
ployed with one out of every four
jobless a teen-ager
The answer, Breathitt said, lies in
finding new jobs for young people
and teaching more skills in schools.
He cited the need for offering more
voostional types of training
"I have no crystal ball to see our
state's destiny, but we make it what
we will it to be," Breathitt said.
The four-day meeting sponsored
annually by the Kentucky American
Legion auxiliary ends Saturday at
the University of Kentucky with
installation of new officers
Preston Perry Gives
New Hazel Zip Code
Postmaster Preston Perry has an-
nounced that the new zip code
number for residents of Hazel and
Hazel rural routes one and two is
4204e
All patrons are urged to use this
number on all correspondence to
speed mail deliveries and reduce
the chance of mis-sent man
An example of the use of the new
zip code number is, Preston Perry,
Postmaster. Basel, Kentucky 421.119.
Pictured above is the housing development on Nash Drive, looking &Lit on tl-ie s
treet. The
newly proposed elderly housing project will be located east of this projec
t between this
project and the Murray Drive-In Theatre.
Bill Graham Named Potts GroceryTop OVC Golfer
LOUISVILLE (We - Kentcky col-
leges swept three of lour awards as
the Ohio Valley Conference named
top performers and coaches in tract
and golf during 1963
Western Kentucky track tutor
Toni Ecker captured coaching lau-
rels and a member of his team,
half-miler Jerome Beazley. was
voted the outstanding thin clad.
Bill Graham of Murray was gaga-
ed as the league's best golfer
while Middle Tennessee's Elbert K
Paty won his second consecutive
golf Coach of the Year Award
Balloting was conducted by the
OVC Sports Information Center
among coaches of the eight mem-
ber colleges.
Liberation Army
s Landed In
uba, Council
-
MIAMI Le Commandos at tne
Cuban Revolutionary Council have
landed "at various points' in Cubs
to carry out -an effective war"
against the Castro regime, tne
council announced here today
The announced did not say now
many men landed or whetner they
arrived by plane or boat The date
of their landing also was not speci-
fied
Bust the council said
"The first reports received by
radio from our forces state that the
landings were carried out without
difficulty and had the cooperation
of all people in the area
The council announcement add-
ed
"These commandos are adequate-
Republicans Will
Gather Saturday
LOUISVILLE an More than
4.000 Kentucky Republicans are ex-
pected to gather in Louisville Satur-
day to kick off their state campaign.
The affair will begin with a
free brunch for the visiting GOP
meeribers aboard the Belle of Louis-
ville ail 30 a.m.. hosted by Mayor
William 0, dowser and County
Judge Marlow Cook
At 2 p.m.. Louie B Nunn, Etepub-
lican nominee for governor, will
address a rally at the old Jefferson
County Armory, now the Conven-
tion Center, that is expected to fill
the center with the first capacity
crowd since renovation
The day will end with a $100-
a-plate fund-raising dinner in the
Kentucky Hotel at 6 30 p.m. United
States Sens Thruston B Morton
and John Sherman Cooper of Ken-
tucky will speak with Nunn and
Bemis Lawrence, nominee for lieu-
tenant governor on tap for "re-
marks." •
Paxton S Price, special events
chairman, said Wednesday that
-tickets for the Nunn - Lawrence
dinner are being purchased at a
rapid pace and provisions are be-
ing made for an overflow crosf ."
ly armed They have penetrated
Cuban territory
-Tomorrow. at 1 p. rn (EST), the
military command of this force will
make a broadcast on the 40-meter
band on 7018 kilocycles reporting to
Cuban exiles
"The council announces that the
war of liberation has begun and
that its forces are prepared to carry
the fight to the enemy '
The announcement was termed
"war communique number one '
It was signed by Jane Fernandez
Hadue, council member and com-
missioner of the information de-
partment
Use Of Zip Code
Stressed By Gene
Watson, Postmaster
The Lynn Grove "zip code" Is
42062 according to Postmaster Gene
Watson Everyone served by the
Lynn Grove poatoffice will use this
zip code on all their correspondence
to speed mail deliveries and reduce
the chance of rrussent mail he cdn-
tinued.
The Zip Code goes into effect na-
tionally on July 1
Postmaster Watson stressed the
importance of all citizens of Lynn
Grove learning the zip code and us-
ing It in their return address on all
correspondence. In answering mail
he said, zip codes taker from re-
turn addresses on incoming mail
should be used
The zip code is literally the last
word in mail addressing, he con-
tinued, and it should follow the city
and state in addresses
He cited this example of the pro-
per use of the zap code, "Postmaster
Gene E Watson. Lynn Grove, Ken-
tucky, 42062".
RETURN HOME
Is Entered
Last Night
The Potts Grecery at Harris Grove
was entered sometime last night by
thieves who "cleaned the place
out.'
Ted Potts, owner ot the grocery.
said this morning that when he
opened up this morning he found
the store ransacked
The robbers entered by breaking
• window on the south side col the
More and entering
They took a new Victor adding
machine, 85 cartons of cigarettes,
two down boxes of cigar*, snuff,
razor blades, four cartons of rifle
ATM. six boxer:" Of atirelk, grilles,
all his meats and other items
Mr Potts said that the rotmers
missed his shotgun shells and tail-
ed to find about $3000 in caste
He Said thee apparently several
persons were involved in the theft
Mr Potts has owned the store
fur slightly less than three ytars
The sheriff's office is investigating
the robbery
Service For T. W.
Guthrie Is Held
Final rites for T W "Dub" Gu-
thrie. 46, were conducted yester-
day at the South Pleasant Grove
Methodist Church Rev Hoyt Owed
and Rev John Pugh officiated tne
service and burial Was in the church
cemetery
Guthrie. a State Highway Depart-
ment worker was electrocuted at
11110 a m Monday while working
on a project on Holland Lane. near
Highway 45. in Fulton County.
Aotive pallbearers were Lowell'
Cooper. Stark Erwin, Billy Etrp,
Shannon F2lis, Ortis Guthrie, and
Harmon Whitnell
Honorary pallbearers were Otto
Erwin, Heater Charlton, 011u Treas.
' Ben Hill. Morns Lamb, Ellis Pas-
chall, J. C Brandon, and Bill
Graves.
The Miller Funeral Home of Ha-
zel had charge of arrangements.
Mr. and Mrs. W. T. McKeel of
South Sixth Street have returned
home after visiting Blench; and re-
latives In Cocoa Beach and Naples.
Florida.
COLLISION FATAL
KUTTAWA. Ky MEI - Sill,
Crump, 58. of Eddyville was fatally
injured Wednesday in a collision
on US 62 at Kuttawa.
Kentucky News
Briefs
FORMER JUDGE STRICKEN
PINEVILLE. Ky. WI - Former
Bell County Judge Robert G. Low,
71, died early today of a heart at-
tack. He had been active in De-
mocratic politics until undergoing
an operation a little more than a
•) ear ago
FARMER CHARGED
HARRODSBURG, Ky. el -5 • • •
Mercer County farmer C. F. Bugg,
45. was charged with murder Wed-
nesday in the fatal shooting of
a neighbor. Marvin Pattervota. 56,
on Grapevine Road 12 miles north-
west of here. The two men recent-
ly were Involved th a lawsuit over
a bridge on Bagg's farm.
-CEIVIE.TERY• 1.011,NANIED
LOUISVILLE liPt The Southern'
Cemetery Association Wednesday
elected Robert G. Neel or Orlando.
Fla. as its president at the end
of a four-day annual convention
VFW CONVENES
LEXINGTON, Ky. - The
Kentucky Department of the Vet-
erans of Foreign Kars will open
a three-day annual convention,
its 43rd. here F'rida. Peter Stack
of Dallas. Tex.. national inspector-
general of the vvvr, will be the
principal speaker at a Saturday
night banquet.
Housing Development Will Be
1,41-Built Next To Present One
The Public Housing Administra-
tion today approved a loan of
$359,422 to the city of Murray tor
the construction of thirty low rent
homes for the elderly The loan was
reimested by the Murray Muni-
cipal Housing Commission, W. 'U.
Nash, Chairman.
These units for the elderly will
be addition to the sixty-two
housing units which have already
been completed and are now oc-
cupied
The units for the elderly will be
located just east of the housing
development between South Broad
Street and South Ninth street in the
area just west of the Murray Drive-
In Theatre
The units will be specially de-
signed and constructed for elderly
persons Doors will be wider than
usual to allow passage of wheel
chairs if necessary, and ramps will
be a feature lather than steps in
certain areas.
Conveniently placed switches for
lights and alarms will be built into
the homes and the bath rooms will
also contain certain safety feat-
ures such as grab bars near tubs,
etc.
A telegram this morning from
Congressman Frank A Stubbletiela
confirmed that the Public Housing
atAdministrion has approved the
loan to the Murray Miuucipai
Housing Commission
The present developments, one
between Broad and Ninth and ano-
ther located along Cherry Street,
are completed, and occupied
These homes are of brick con-
struction and are so built that
maintenance will be at a minimum.
Different color brick was used. dif-
ferent roof colors and different de-
signs utilized so as to make the
streets of homes appear to be rite
any nocrnal street of modern homes.
Work tuts progressed more quick-
ly on the elderly housing units be-
cause of the experience of the lo-
cal board on obtaining the present
housing units The development pow
occupied cost about $600,000, iand
was constructed by Hardaway 'Con-
struction Company of Nashville,
Tennensee The firm of Clements
and Gingles. Architects, designed
the projects
The present project is already
landscaped and the street payee in
Nash Drive project The Cherry
Street project will be paved in tne
near future.
Legion Auxiliary
Meets On Monday
..- -
The American Legion Auxiliary
will meet Monday meht, June 24th
at the American Legion Hall on
Maple Etreet at 7.30 o'clock
An installation of officers will
be held and all members are asked
to attend Hostesses will be Mrs A.
G. Childress and Mrs. Peter Kuhn,
VeSIT THIS WEEK
Mr and Mrs A W Morris of the
east side of the county were visitors
in Oairo. Illinois and Charleston.
Missouri this week. Places of inter-
est visited included Magnolia Manor
in Cairo which is maintained by the
Cairo Historical Association. the
George Rogers Clark Park contain-
ing deer and buffalo and many
species of birds, and the Cypress
Gardens in Charleston. Mrs. Vera
Simpson, an acquaintance. WAS vis-
ited while there.
VENEZUELAN REDS TERRORIZE AMERICAN-Mrs. Edward T.
Long (left), wile of the U.S. Embastry counselor. and her
maid look at a slim "'Yankee Go Home," painted on the In-
side of per home in Caracas. Venezuela, by four armed
Communist terrorists who first Bed the two women on the
kitchen floor. Long and his three children were away. U S.
firm, in Venezuela long have been the target of an organi-
zation called the Armed Forces of National Liberation,
ministration
ill Called Best
roblem Solution
By JOSEPH VARILLA
l'nited Press International I
FRANKFORT. Ky UTt -- After
being attacked for two days on re-
ligious. economic and constitutional
grounds. the administration's hos-
pital bill was to be defended today
as the beet possible solution to a
pressing problem
Among those scheduled to testify
on the bill were Health and Welfare
Administrator Felix Joyner, Econo-
mic Security Commissioner Earle
V. Powell and Health Commissioner
Russell E Teague
it Was anticipated that their testi-
mony would conclude public hear-
ings on the bill whose aim is to con-
tinue the operation of five United
Mine Workers union hospitals ir
eastern Kentucky
House Majority Leader R P Mo-
loney said the lower chamber pro-
Ice Cream Supper
Is Planned For
This Saturday
An old fashioned ice cream sup-
per and variety show will be held
at Faxon School on Saturday. June
22, sponsored by the Mothers Club.
Entertainment soil be furnished
throughout the evening by the
Rhythm Rambler. siring Band
"Come early and eat supper from
the large variety of barbecue, hot
dogs, homemade cakes and pies ice
cream, and drinks", a spokesman
said
The doors will open at 7 pip and
everyone is invited The proceeds
alit go towaf:d the building fund
for the new School lunch room.
Bond Sales $3,656
During Last Month
The male of both Series E and H
Savings Bonds in Calloway County
was $3.656 during the month of May
Cumulative sales for the year reach-
ed $60.818 The County's annual goal
is $215,460
NOW YOU KNOW
by United Preis International
The first person to write about
fly casting, according to Collier's
Encyclopedia, was a Roman by the
name of Martial, between 10 BC.
and 20 A D However, it did not be-
come a common fishing method un-
til the 16th Century in the British
Isles
bably would vote on the bill next
Tuesday After giving the bill a se-
cond reading Wednesday. the House
adjourned until Monday at 8 pm
The Senate was to have • short
session today to give second read-
ings to the legislative pay bill and a
bill to approve an amendment to
the US Constitution outlawing the
poll tax as a requirement for voting.
Three Arguments Emerge
During the first two days of hear-
ings these three arguments against
the bill emerged.
--It is a possible violation of •
section fo the Constitution which
prescribes the separation of church
and states A representative for a
group called Protestants and other
Americans for Separation of Church
and State him proposed an amend-
ment to the bill specifying that in-
digent patients at regional hospitals
will receive the special benefits un-
der the bill only if the hospital is
non-sectarian
--It may be special legislation for
the five UMW hospitals at Hazard.
McDowell, Whitesburg. Herten and
Middlesboro is In violation of the
Constitution. It was emphasized that
although theoretically .all non-profit
hospitnls in the state could qualify
for benefits of the bill, the practical
effect will be that the benefits will
be available only to he five UMW
Instil utions
-The $700P00 appropriation in
the bill to provide for aid to Indi-
gent patients at the regional hos-
pitals is perhaps unnecessary An
eastern Kentucky physician who
operates a clinic in Letcher Coun-
ty contended that with attention
to economy the hospital should be
able to operate without the addition-
al aiEl.
Final Approlilleforest
However, despite thee arguments
the bill is all but matured of open-mai
by both the House and /Senate with
a minimum number -- if any - of
dissenting votes.
Legislators feel they have no other
Choice A number say privately that
the bill is basically a piece of special
legislation, but that this seems U
lye the only way to keep alb hospital!
open
Several have stated they feel in-
digents at other hospitals In the
state should get the same benefits
but these arguments are made wit!
the firm knowledge that this won't
happen - at least not this time:
year.
But they are hoping to lay the
groundwork for a future expanisior.
of benefits.
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THE LE GER & TIMES — MURRA
Y, sENTUCIL.,
THE LEDGER & TIMES 'Charlie Dressen Hopes That He W
ill Be Able
PUBLISKEID by LEDGER k TIKES PUBLISHIN
G COMPANY. Inc..
i.orgioiidation of tbe Murray Ledger, The Cal
loway Times, and ,The 0
Panes-Herald, October 20, 1928, and the West 
Kentuckian, Jamniry To Ti • k Of Something To Stop The Loss Tide
1, 19. 
1111
JAMES C. WILLIAMS, PUIILLLSIIER aly United Press Internauonal
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Le
tters to the Editor, 
Charley pressen promises to thin*
or Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are 
not for the best in- of something soon
 and It had tut-
Wrest of our readers. 
ter be real son, like right now. be-
fore Carl Yastrzernski drives Use
Detroit Tigers clear out or the
American League
Yaz is ruining the Tigers single-
handedly, a fact Dressen has be-
come painfully aware 01 esen though
he has managed them in only two
games
The nul-epanning Tigers nave
dropped both those games. extend-
ing their losing streak to nine
games, and you can bet all the
. beans in Boston that coarwy is
going to have a heart to near: talk
with his pitchers before they lace
the Red ziox again today.
Most of the conversation will
center around Yastrz.ernski, who
ruined Dreesen's debut by driving
in two runs on two tuts 'rues-
NATIONAL REPFTESENTATIVES: WALLACE W
ITMER CO., 1509
Mactisen Ave., Memphis, Tenn.; Time de Life Bldg
., New York, N.Y.,
Stephenson Bldg., Detroit, letich.
X.utered at the Pest Oftice, Murray, Kentucky, for
Second Class Mauer.
transcntss'on
SUBStatIPTION RAM: By Carrier an Murr
ay. per week 10e, per
month 85e. In Calloway end adjommg couzit.es, per year, e4-50.
 else-
where, $8.00.
"The Outstanding Civic Asset of • Community is the
/Warily ea its NOWSpapar"
AltiR.SDAY — .TL'NE 20, 1963
Quotes From The News
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
NEW YORK — Roy Wilkins, executive 
secretary of the
NAACP, saying that his organization w
ill not heed Presi-
dent Kennedy's plea for a temporary ha
lt in anti-discrimi-
nation demonstrations:
'!They are a part of the American tr
adition."
LONDON — Robert Chew, headmaster
 of the school
Prince Charles attends, on reports that 
the future king of
England quaffed a cherry brandy in a pub
:
"I cannot pre-judge the issue, but if 
he is guilty the
normal punishment for an offense of this 
nature is a beat-
ing or a demotion. The latter is the likelie
r of the two."
GADSDEN. Ala. — Marvin Robinson of the
 Congress of
Racial Equality, pledging further Negro 
demonstrations
despite clashes with police:
-Me will not let this wanton beating and
 shocking of
women and children with electric shock po
les stop our
movement."
FLORENCE, Ala. Dr. E. B. Morton. President o
f Flor-
ence State College, on the ban against cigarette 
advertising
in the campus newspaper and cigarette promotio
n contests
—ainong students:
-We have a responsibility to our students to see t
hat
they are not presented at every hand, insofar as the
 college
can prevent it, with a promotion of a product about
 whose
harmful effects there can now be no doubt."
Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER & TIMES FILE
Showers, fog and cloudy skies covered much of the na-
tion today.
John Shroal. agent fox the Commonwealth Life Ins
ur-
ance Company, was notifled today that he had won an a
ll
expense paid trip, for he and his wife to Virginia Beach
,
Va.
Over 500 Boy Scouts and Explorers are signed up to at-
tend the 1953 Pamp Pakeiatuck program
MMUS PIEMIER BEN-GillON RESiGNS — Prima
Minister David Ren-Gurion /right), 78, talks with Israel
President Zainuen Shamir after submitting his reng-natioA.
"for personal reasons.- Ben-Gurlon has been laraers lea d&
Once Use birth of the nation in 1948. (Radiophoto)
Murray Lumber Co. Inc.
OLDEST AND LARGEST LUMBER CO. IN MI RBAt
EVERY FOOT A SQUARE DEAL
104 East Ml;)!e Tel 753-3161
day night and really went to town
Wedneeday night with two homers,
three hits and four RBI's in Bos-
ton's 9-2 victory over Detroit.
Mahone Also Homers
Both of Yaz' homers traveled
nearly 400 feet, his first coming
in the fifth inning a all the bases
empty and his second with two
on in the seventh. Frank Maizone
also hornered for the Red Sox.
who remained within three games
of first place pi a line seven-hit
effort by rookie Bob Heffner.
The New York Yankees stayed
a game ahead of the pack witn a
3-2 squeaker over the Washington
Senators for their sixth straight
victory while the second-place Chi-
cago White Sox swamped the Min-
nesota Twins. 12-4. Baltimore end-
ed Clivelaners seven-game wunung
streak with a 6-2 night-cap victory We've Doubled Our Floor Space and We're Celebrating 
,,
after the Indians won the opener 
t es
5-4. and Los Angeles spina !sr-
waukee Bra\ es 6-2.
Mares Mao Wieser
Roger Marla' third homer In two
games, a three-run blast ox! loser
Claude °Meet' in the sixth inning,
was the Yankees' margin ol victory
over the Senators
Rookie Tom McGraw and Floyd
Robtrison each had a pair cd hom-
ers to drive in nine runs tor the
White Sox 'is a 19-hit barrage
jag-alma the Twins
Joe Axone's ninth nuurig homer
Off Stu Miller gave the Indians
their first game victory alter the
Orioles had tied the score at 4-all
in the top of the ninth on Bob
Saverine's squeeze bunt
Milt Pappas withstood a two-run
homer by\Tito Francona to gam
his fifth victory with a rive-hit ef-
fort in the nightcap.
Jun Fregosi's three-run homer in
the ninth inning ol the opener ex-
tended the Angels' winning stress
to. five games but the Athletics
snapped it in the nightcap altnougn
they collected only five hits.
'5
IMP.
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THURSDAY — JUNE 20, 1963 ,
COSMONETTE IN TRAINING—Russi
a's Valentina Tereslikova,
the wurld'e drat space woman, la shown in 
apace garb dur-
ing training fur her epic oibit of Earth, ac
cording to' the
Soviet news service Tea& She apparenUy la
 eating front a
container. 
(Rodiopkoto)
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New! from the rnokrs of the
oog.nol suitar-base fly Boit.
Kill-Ko Fly Cali• is neat,
than, odorless. Keep moitt
in plastic tray; kills Nes all
season long!
0121(0
SAIIIIIPAC110NOMINOIND
ENDS
SAT.
A4 JUNE
OF OUR NEWLY ENLARGED STORE!22 nd.
!lighter with Kansas City. me An- SEE OUR NEW. .
gels taking the opener 4-2. and Inc
A's the nightcap 4-3
In the National League. the St
Louts Cardinals held on to hist
place with a 9-4 victory over the
New York Mets. the San Francisco
Giants &Ailed the Los Angeles
Dodgers 8-3. the Cincinnati Reds
shaded the Philadelphia Plumes.
8-4 in 10 innings. the Chicago Cuts
hurdled tfe Houston Coits 9-1, any,
the Pittsburgh Pirates beat the 341:-
LONELY FIGURE — British'
Prirr.e Minister Harold Mac-
millan was a lonely dgure aa
he left church and Nvalkecl
toward his car in London be-
fore facing a vote of confi-
dence in Parliament on his
handling of the Prufumu-
Ke,ler Ivanov security - sex
affa.r. Radsopisnt,
HORSE SALE
SATURDAY - JUNE 22, 2:00 P.M.
51 HEAD
Outstanding Quarter Horses
Rred and raised on the Waggoner Ranch, Vernon, Texas. They
 consist
of seining colts, mares and It olts and aged geldings. We feel
 this is one
of the best offerings of quarter horses ever to be sold at auction
 in this
part of the country.
We also have an outstanding load of broken ranch ho
rses from Wyom-
ing, belonging to Dick ( oic and an unusual run of sadd
le horses and
ponies.
Murray Livestock Co.
.BILLY MORGAN - MGR MI
..8
Display of Furniture
* Hotpoint Appliances
* Armstrong Floor Covering
ALL MERCHANDISE
MARKED DOWN ! !
* LIVING ROOM SUITES
N)lon Cover
as low as only . ......
* BEDROOM SUITES
3-Pc. with Box Springs and Mattress.
 $14995with trade, only
Hotpoint
CHEST-TYPE FREEZERS
BIG 20 CU. FT. MODEL
4
Starting As LOW As
5 More Big Prizes Sat.
1. Deluxe Box Springs and Mattress
2. Danish Modern 2-Pc, Den Set
3. Solid Maple Magazine Table.
4. Platform Rocker.
5. Shadow Box,
BE SURE TO REGISTER FOR THESE FREE PRIZES!!
tgasit.
SPACE-SAYING
10 CU. FT.
REFRIGERATOR
• Only 28 inches wide
• 62 lb. frozen
food capacity
$169"
W.T.
$10 Off Regular Price On All
RECLINERS & SWIVEL CHAIRS!!
s 179 
95
HOT WEATHER
GOT YOU
DOWN?
Turs SEE WIGGINS
FURNITURE FOR
THOSE WONDERFUL
HOTPOINT
AIR
CONDITIONERS
EASY
TERMS
ruins ticaT
Ooes eve ry-
where am'
oneiseacl ease
• PI,
SIANCS UP IN
CLOSET
Teats is no
Ilan spas.
Flok4
WANDS leFTD
NEVER tOelCal
Dili
[eV," dust
cementer Oriel**
fa, way la,"latYm11.
and wit, or
1111.00 difiVaable
nags.. Asada ilaad
-tver 1050 5,1.
FREE..
This '32.95 Shetland
SWEEPER
'Given Away Free
with each
Hotpoint
Appliance
sold from
JUNE 14th
thru
JUNE 22nd
— DELUXE 40" —
Hotpoint
ELECTRIC RANGE
MANY PLUS FEATURES
0
s 219 95t •
DURING THIN SAILF, ON1.V!
Lois,
12 (*1'. FT. REFRIGERATOR
and FREEZER ('OMB.
IGGINS FU
2112 Miles North of Murray on Benton Roati
S
, ..• • •, •
20, 1963
4••••1•0
rnolfirs of the
yose Fly Boit.
ske is neof,
. Keep moist
klii thes all
IDS
NE
nd.
at.
10" _
int
RANGE
'11
'EATURES
•
4.
FRIGERATOR
A COMB.
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40 DAYS AHEAD OF SCHEDULE—Proving to be an early bird, the U.& Mr Force's new,
two seat, all-weather. supersonic F-105F alums over Long island on Its first flight, 40
thys ahead of schedule. Cunning in at the left, as an escort, is the single-seat version of
the ten° roily an hour tactical fighter. 4Ceatral Prost)
FIRS1 SPACE WOMAN — The first woman In space, Russia's Valentina Tereshkova, 26, Le
single, a former textile worker and an experienced parachutist. She insisted on wearing
Up-stick when she was fired Into c.,1 Lott auoaid the Vostok VL (itatttophoto)
WHEN WILL MS E CURED?
Say when.., with your dollars!
!GULP FIGHT MULTIPLK 3CLEROSIS
„colonies
ADDED CONVENIENCE
RE-SEALABLE
S
a
a
•
•
a
•
a
EASY
• TO OPEN
•
JUST PULL DOWN
EASIER
TO CLOSE
•
PRESS BACK ON
Just pull the end label
and the first slice is
there at your fingertips
To close-simply refold
the wrapper and then
press the label in place.
This label will reseal
tight everytime to pro-
tect Colonial's Real
Bread freshness, slice
after slice after slice
•
Look for the Colonial
Trademark —your
guide to the added
convenience of a
resealable label
THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY. KENTUCKY
AMIE"
CHOICE GRAIN FED BEEF (Center Cuts _ _ 491 lb.)
CHUCK ROAST
ROUSER VALLEY
WIENERS
OLD FASHION
BOLOGNA
ROUND - Choice Grain Fed Beef
STEAK
BONELESS
Rump Roast
1-1b. pkg.
chunk
(SIRLOIN STEAK _ _ 89* lb.)
79c
lb
CHESTNUT - 1-lb. pkg.
Sliced Bacon 49Fb
First Cuts
39Clb
39c
29cib 
79Clb
ARMOUR STAR - 3-lb. can
Canned Ham 2.39
ECONOMY FAX - 1-lb. pkg
Sliced Bacon 39
FRESH
CUT-UP
CHICKEN
PARTS
MEET - - - 5.`
LEGS - - - - LB. 4,9*
THIGHS - - - - LB 14.*
WINGS - - - - LB. le
BACKS - - - - LB. 9`
GIZZARDS - - - LB. le
CHASE & SANBORN
COFFEE
VEGETABLE SHORTENING
'It': 59° 2 lbs. 1.09
Snowdrift 3 lb. can 59(iiow 
ANAs  lb 10'.
Morrell
SNACK
Today Pink
SALMON - -
Delited Strawberry
PRESERVES
Carnation Instant
12-oz. can
L.! Size Can
Large
— 18-02. Glass —
DRY MILK _ _ _ 14-Qt. Size
Pillsbur3 or Ballard
BISCUITS-- 6 ('ANS
Bgli3riotA AID DRESSING CP
REELFOOT - 4-Lb. Carton
39
29e
39e
98°
49°
35
Gerber or Heinz
•
Strained
BABY
FOOD
649c
PURE LARD 4-1b. cnt.
DEL MONTE YELLOW CLING Liqe 21 Can
PEACHES
AUSTEX - HOT DOG NO. I
Chili Sauce 25c
BIG BROTHER SALAD
Dressing qt. 35c
DOLE SLICED - 81-oz. Can
Pineapple 2 35c
McCORMICK - Half-Pound Box
TEA 69c
49c
29c
SUNSHINE
FIG BARS
39*111,11.Pkg
PRODUCE 
California Juicy
LEMONS
doz. 29c
Fancy 27 Jumbo Size
CANTATOUPES - -3  F°.
So. 1 Sweet
POTATOES - - - 9-lb- Bag 45e
* FROZEN FOOD *
Frosty Acres Frozen Baby
LIMA BEANS - P-lb
Frosty Acres Frozen
6-11
Bag qpi,
CORN 1 -Ito. Bag 2-41,
Frosty Acres Frozen
GREEN PEAS -
Frosty Acres Frozen Speckled
Bag
BUTTER BEANS -1FLI:-
McCORMICK
BLACK
PEPPER
1. Pound
39#
STOKELY WHITE CREAM - 300 Size
CORN 2 it 25c
CHICKEN OF THE SEA - Giant Size Can
TUNA
PARAMOUNT DILL
PICKLES
-5-9c
t;
29c
PEPSODENT
TOOTH PASTE
King Size
fig*
3USH'S FRESH CREAM 15-oz. C33
PEAS 2 21? c
PARKER'S
FOOD
MARKET
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
OPEN FRIDAY & SAT.
NIGHT 'TIL 8:00
I, Ilk
Ti
PUBI
;Gnat
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I, 19
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Mrs. J. B. Burkeen - 753-4947
Dear AMA . .
She's Tired of Ham!
Abigail Vali Buren
r--
DEAR ABBY. As I sit here writ-
ing this le::er I c-.ir.nto near any-
thing bu my nc..A-ibor s mouth lie
has a short asic set that com-
pletely bloc's, olit sbund from
my tele\ iston t As a result. Se
hear only RINI ta.sine to people
.:1 other Statee He ',Algs res.-uiar
1:itervals of nun-
At mcnt. a 0: net' people
'r,:c starts to
:• r neighbors
s.,. •L.he Interter-
, !..-e He at night
B.1: that, the se
• :r TV ,..et I- 1:lezt, w.Q.• to
-•
IRRIT. 1u..)
1.R IRRIT %TEO: TELL !OUT
neighbor 1 hive heard there is
a very inevpensivr little gadget
that he can put on his set .or
you can put on veers that eill
filter hi. interference.
9
V
• :1, -
_
a ,hower tor an
MOTHFR-
REAR 5110T111.11-TO-BI., It IS .
proper to honor a mother-to-be
ilka sh,over for an adopted
baby But sour mother should
not give it ...heavers are given by
friends--not reltives.
:
i••
Dinner Party Held
At Douglass Home
For Bridal Couple
Mr. aild Mrs. Earl 7.
er.:, A .:. ; • ._ .
Lc.4 NI. ei ...., a 7
: . • * 15
at ocd...ir. Street
: c. • h-
i. . 7, Th. bt.f-
• .7 tr.•
a c; •
7.Ir HA:
"Iv
Read the Ledger's
Classifieds
now. bui I know he did not do alA,
the things they said he did. He
is 16 and I am 15 and I love him
more than anything on thss earth
Abby. My problem is my mother.
She won't let me write to turn She
says if any letters come tram him
to Inc. she wont give them to me
Do you think this is fair? It ne
thinks the whole world is against
him. he won't have any reason to
Sant to get out and lead a better
life How can I explain this to my
mother?
IN LOVE
DI..tR "IN LOVE-: You would
he she to listen to your mother.
Honey. VI hen your boy friend gets
out. give him plenty of time in
nhich to prove that he can lead
a better life. In the meantime. ,
accept sour mother's decision.
• . . •
CONI1DENTIAL TO THE BOYS
ItT NIFTROPCHITAN: Ma. be
gentelmen prefer blondes because
blondes. Anon Slut sentelmen
prefer.
PERSONALS
Mr and Mrs C C OlCell of 1.05
Angeles. California. are visiting with
Mr and Mrs Marvin Fulton and
Mr and Mrs Jesse Wales
• • • •
Mr. and Mrs, Charles --Walston
of St Louis, Nto . have been the
guests of his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Rid Nanny, and to attend the Nan-
cy Waldrop--Dan L Nix wedding
Pacit)bah.
• • • •
Mrs. Maude Met* has returned
to her home in Oak Park. Ill, after
a visit with her brother. e M.
f3to4es and family. 510 South 131h
Street.
1- personal. untYablished ans-
wer *0 visa letter. write to ABBY.
B., 3365. Eleverl'. Hills. Cant
• • • •
Beak-Sellars i'ows
To Be Soletnntzed
Sunday Afternoon
Kars nave been completed by ,
Patricia Jo Beale. daughter of
Mr and Mrs Mas W Beale. for her
A:1.e Neal Sellars. son
Ur And Mrs Robert O. Bochan-
ai. of Paducah
E C Ct.Iea will perform the
dcrible ring ceremony on Sunday.
June 3. at two-thirty o'clock in
the afternoon Ln the sanctuary ot
the First Baptist Church.
Miss Leak sill be given In mar-
her father and her at-
1.11.V. Melisaa Sex-
ton. maid of honor. Mrs Jerry Hen-
rY. matron of nunor Misses Nancy
HALCharata: and Putt; Buchanan of
Paducah asters of the groom.
bridesro.....id and .e.in.or bridesmaid.
and Mel.ea v•n Ameruigen
of For nierdale Fla- cousin of
Inc bride g.r;
B.:I °Brier. of F'...u..can will be
pest ma:. !Ai Mr S,Lars Grooms-
Mt-r. sn. t.e Robert Mot...ey of Ben-
ton Terry Smithson and Huel Tubbs
.! Paducah. and Jerry Henry
Nixac all be M.., Lillian Wat-i
',ors organist. and 1Les Roy Web-
*.her.v savoiLst
Following the ceremony a receP-
0-n sill be held In the Fellowship
Hall of the church And all friends
relatives are invited to attend
• • • •
Visiting Mr and Mrs. Norman
Klapp and other frtends in Mur-
ray on Saturday were Mrs Steve
litirns and baby. Shanon of. Syra-
cuse. N. Y . NIL% Martha (Ituiter ce
Alton. Ill . and her fiance. James
Moyer of Wyoming Mrs. Burns and
Miss Gunter are former Murray
State students Miss Gunter and
Mr Moyer will be married Satur-
day in St Paul's qv:Ng:opal Church,
at Alton. III and Mrs. Burns came
by plane to be the matron ot non-
or.
• • • •
Mr. and Mrs Cletus Hobbs and
daughter. Mrs Frank Rickman, and
baby, Richard. spent last weekend
in Baton Rouge. La.. with their
daughter and sister. Mrs. Gene
Fairchild. Mr. Fairchild. and chil-
dren. Steve, Connie. Mark. and
Matt. Connie aneL_Mark returned
home altli them for a visit
Mr. and Mrs D T Humptireys
and children Genevieve and Ciney,
have returned home after a two
wrelos' visit with her brother. Lo-
man Colem*n and Mrs Coleman
of Detroit. Mich Her brother is
convalescing alter having suftered
a heart attack two months ago
Enroute trcene they visited friends
in Louisville.
Mr and Mrs Kenneth Lainb anc:
Mrs Madelle Talent attended tne
Annette Clark-Donald Swann wee-
ding at Duncan Memorial Chapel.
Crestwood, and the reception In
Shelbyville on Sunday
Furor, Workman is slowly imprev-
ing at the Henry County Hospital.
Paris. Tenn, after havuat guttered
a heart attack on Sunday. June
2 He Is Use brother of Mrs A A
Doherty. Mrs Charles Sexton Join
and Raymond 'Workman ot Mur-
ray
• • • •
SSC"' Cliendir
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Mesdames J. M. Converse, !red
Schultz, James D. CloptOn, Dan
Hutson, and Henry Fulton were the
gractoue hostesses, gift corsage of pink carnations.' Her
Ben-
mother, Mrs. Slane C. Ellis, wore a hie Si
Fred Cotham, Linville Yates, 
mmons, Maurice F. Crass, Jr.,
The Kenlake Hotel was the acene blue silk dress with a gift cor
sage 
H. L. Oakley, Misses Waynette Dor-The ladies were seated at the
table centered with an arrangement an Ann Wrather, Claudine 
White. Mr and Mrs. Vernon Sprehe and
of the hildal luncheon held in of white diadion with rose accents of blue carnations. Mrs. Johnny D. Marilyn cohoon ' , Maxine Bennett - .eon, Tony. of Schnbugbh, Ill, spent
compliment to Mel Men Lerinonde
Ellis June 23rd bride-elect of .
and daisies in a rose container. A Parker. mother of the groom-elect, Nell 
Pugh, Tina Sprunger, Ann last week with her parents. Mr 1
. Lt 
Johnny Daniel Parker, on Tuesday , boal Of floating 
gardenias Werlit was attired in a beige sturtweist Dunn. the 
honoree, the mothers, and Mrs. J. L. Nix, Poplar Street
afternoon at one o'clock, placed on the register table frock with a gift cors
age of yellow and the hostesses.
Bridal Luncheon
For Miss Ellis
Held At Kenlake
• Thursday. Jane Mb
The Willing Workers Sunday
School Mass of the Scotts Grove
Baptist Church will have a supper
at Triangle Inn at seven o'clock In
the evening r.
eel.
The Wadesboro Homemakers Club
will meet at the home of Mrs Odell
Colson at II am The leaders will
furnish the meal
• • •
The Business and Professional
Women s Club will lave its annual
breakfast and Installation of of
• • • ricers at the Woman's Club House
6 35 am.
• • •
The Dorothy Circle of the Fir-
Ban'ist Church WM.9 will meet A'
the home of Mrs H. L. Oakley at
9 31 m
The Best Pickles
Are Made With
SPEAS
Apple Cider or White Distilled
VINEGAR
Speas has been making vinegar for
over 75 years, and they know what
you need to make the best pickles
your family ever tasted!
vici,siE STYLE teinnor
KOSHER DILL PICKLES
To each quart jar add: `,..,e:a•- t (onh-tirrn cucumbers-
1 head fresh dill 
wa h and pack in jars
2 to 3 clove 
Bring to a boil,
s garli.: 2 quarts water
(depending on s re) 1 c,)art .cleas distilled or
small red or green hot c der vinegar
pepper (optional) 1 cup non-iodized salt
Pour hot %obit:on over cuCti+e; and seal. Pickles wil
l be
ready in 3 to 4 weeks depend rg on the size of the cucum-
bers. For plain dill pickles the garlic buds can be 
omitted.
OUR 75th YEAR
A two piece- ensemble of pink
silk was chosen by Miss Ellis to wear
for the occasion with a hostesses's
SUPER RIGHT
BOLOGNA or
Braunschweiger
By the
Piece.. Lb. 39
Sliced Bologna 49c
carnations
Covers. V. ere laid for Mesdames PERSONALS
SUPER RIGHT QUALITY
PORK LOINS
Whole Pork Loin . . Lb 49'
Rib Half Loin
Loin Half 
Chops
F rst
Cuts ,.,..Lb.
 Lb 49c
Lb 554
3p Center
Cuts ....Lb. 79c
7-RIB
CUT
lb.
LlObl .N 3E57)
HAMS SEMI-BONELESSSUPER RIGHT-FULLY COOKED
FRYERS
U.S D.A. INSPECTED
/ Cut-Up. Split
I. or Quartered,
No
Slices
Removed
lb- 294 Whole
Lb.
 Lb.
59`
25c
890
290
49t
46c
47g1 LbDa.
99(4
49c
0. 19g
390
490
Green Giant Peas 2
2GoldenNiblets Corn Wnole Kernel 
2GreenGreen Beans G,ant 
Mexicorn Niblets 2
i.Lb. 1-01. Al
Cans ifiv3C
12-0s.
Cans
1-Lb.
Cane
12-0a
Cans
39c
37c
41c
Nestles Quik
DELICIOUS CHOCOLATE DRINK
1-LB.
CAN
2-LB. 6-0Z.
CAN
10c Off
44'
83c
Thrill Liquid
Ivory Soap
Zest Soap  2
Ivory Snow
Ivory Liquid
Joy Liquid
Oxydol
Tide Detergent 
Personal
S zs .....
"
so,
Both a
Bare
Bars
1-Lb.
(12% )
Box $4c 
1514 0:
Box
12-0:
Can
1-Lb.
4-0:.
Bra
1-Pt.2... 
C 
6-0z
an 
, Car"
1.Pi
11-0:
Can
3-Lb33( 11.-Oz
Boa
1-Lb
4-0x
Box
6
35g
Handy Andy CI  
Ba :rnen n g 
(\ 
Peg
ALL
DETERGENT
15 Ox
Bot
Cita,
Dog.
CONDENSED
1-LB. 8-0Z. 39c
BOX
Cantaloupes
Tomatoes
Corn
Fla.
Sweet
Yellow 
Calif.
Vine
Ripened 
Fancy
Hothouse........••••
Shortening
Corn
ALP
Golden
Whole Kernel 
5 Ears 29g
White
Beauty 
Instant Coffee
Grape Jam E 2
64 Donuts
. ..•- ...... •
( Save ) 4
11a
3 for
9 Earl
3 Lb.
Cam
ALP
(Save .....
Jane Parker
Plain. Sugared
or Cinnamon 
41( Lemon Pie Parker
41C Cheese
81c
63c
63
79t
321:
37t
$ 1 2 9
9-Lb. 13-0z. Box   $2.29
20-Lb. Box   $4.49
Mild Cheddar,
Fresh Brick
or SI uenstar 
Saveltie
10e
Lb.
Jar
Lb.
JULY WOMAN'S DAY na,. 104
BREEZE
DETERGENT
2-LB. 6-0Z. 83c
BOX
Ajax
ClEANSIER
2 1"'Cars 33`
Clorox
BLEACH
CHASE 8. SANBORN (15c Off Label)
Instant Coffee
6-0z. 79cJar
Stokely's Finest Foods
Ketchup 41:21c Tomato Juice  :
41 Os 31c
c..
Shellie Beans  u":- 29c Green Beans Cut 2
Fordhook Limas
1-Lb. g Os Ideaer
Can Lic Corn Whole Kernel 2
114
Os.
Ones
I-Lb
1- Os
(.1110
4k
39c
Prices In This Ad Effective Thru Sat., June 2.2
THE GREAT AltANTK & PACIFIC SEA COMPANY, INC.
rood Stores
AMIRKA'S 1000 MINCIIA11.1 WKS Wit
Nine Lives Crisco Northern Northern Ferns
Cat Food SHORTENING Tissue LUNCHEON NAPKINS
FEMININE BETS
11-01.
2 Cana 27c
Lb
3 ca. 82c
Bath- A
Rolls 38C
Room iv
kg•
2 P.i. 27c (..„.„, 39c
White ClouciTissue ( ) 2 R."15c:Puffs Faical Tissues 2 00"°...2-534
- JUNE 20, 1963
ISONALS
Mrs Vernon Sprene and
of Eclinbugbh. III, spent
with her parents, Mr •
L. NIL Poplar Street
596
25c
890
29g
49c
46c
47g
990t
49c
19g
390
49g
104
ax
NSER
33c
ACH
22c
19c
I-Ql
14-0s.
Cam
Os.
dew
I•0s.
Case
31c
43c
39c
LS
BELT11
194
Okla.
Of 400
111
•
•
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Animourt sumniviEFt SALE
MEN'S
Sport Shirts
. . . for All Occasions
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF STYLES AND COLORS
Special $1.99
MAN ST"
OUR OWN
FLAWLESS
MANSTYLE
TAILORING
• 
carefully worked in
all wool worsteds
39.99
Tbe signature of our Monstyle
• 
bring is much in evidence. See the
Aawless drape of the sleeves, pre-
cision-stitched welt seams, gently
curving laps. We're perfectionists
too when it comes to the final mo-
ments of fit. You owe yourself a
fine Manstyle suit — right nowl
•
• •
• •
EASY PAY
LAYAWAY
$4.00
deposit now holds
your choice on
easy-pay Layaway
DIAMOND JUBILEE celebraf04 ._ ,.,aq 73 year% Or f 'Mirka I
Mens Dacron&Cotton Shirts
. For SPORT and DRESS WEAR
Now $2.99 and $3.99
MEN'S
Archdale Pajamas
Fine Count Broadcloth, Sanforized
$2.99 Pair
MEN'S ARCHDALE
Knit Briefs
100% Cotton, Full Cut
3 Pair for $2.05
ARCHDALE
Athletic Shirts
For Men - Long Length
3 for $1.75
MEN'S SUMMER
Dress Pants
Dacron and Wool Blend
$9.99 to $16.99
Men's Cool and Comfortable
Summer Pants
Dacron and Nylon
$5.99 pair
MEN'S FANCY DESIGN
BAN-LOIV NYLON SOCKS
790p.
Knit enitirely of long-wear ny-
lon!Chltfce of darks or pastels,
contrasting design. One size.
MEN'S LONG-WEAR STRETCH
NYLON ANKLE LENGTH SOCKS
Ms' 1.00
Popular lx1 rib knits, novelty
designs, cable effects. Dozens
of colors. One size 10-13.
FAMOUS DAN RIVER TWILL1
AtANSTYLE WASH-WEAR SLACK!
4.99
\ Admiral combed cotton twill
long wear! Famous Mon.
s*yle workmanship! 29-12"
699 81 799
• blend of Dacron polyester with fine cottons
• no expensive dry cleaning bills, wash-wear
• tropical-worsted weaves or pinfeather cords
• waistbands, pockets — even stitching quick-
dry wash-wear
• our own Manstyle brand — you save extra,
these 3 days only1
• 28-42" waists — your size is here
DIAMOND JUBILEE
celebrating 7$ years of see-vocal
•
E IC' SETTLE CO.
114 South 5th Street Murray, Kentucky
Dial 753-3773
'11
f
1
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• ONLY THE VERY BEST
41.' IS BRANDED
\
an,
Ground Beef lb. 29c
Swift's
Premium
CHUCK 4191c
ROAST 
a, 59.13
10
SWIFT'S ALL-MEAT
BOLOGNA
TOPPY
BACON
39Clb
SWIFT'S
WIENERS •
1 2-oz. pkg.
39 Clb
BEEF SALE! ROUND STEAK 79Pb
Sides lb. 4W
Hind Quarter - - - - lb. 59c
\\L Front Quarter - - - lb. 39c
WRAPPED RE101 FOR MUER!!
SUNKIST TEA 4-OZ WASS FREE
SEA ISLAND PINEAPPLE 
KY KERNEL PECANS  
PARD DOG FOOD
DE-VEINED SHRIMP
Grape or Orange
2W ICE MILK46-a! Can
SINGLETON'S --
COOKING APPLES
CABBAGE----!h 5( 'WIWI'S -
LEMONS - - - - do, 29` DILL FREsH
ICE COLD WATERMELONS
3
okg
3-0z.
No
29c
( L. 23c
Car° ) F°R Si SOO
2 cans 29c
59 l'-Lb. $2. 
gal.
GOLEICREST
TURKEYS, HENS
GRAHAMS
FIG BARS
FLAVOR KIST HONEY,
SUNSHINE,
JUMBO PIES
1-1b.
1-1b.
lb. 39c
 29c
 2W
PINK SALIVIONRED
BEEF & GRAVY MORTON
FANCY SLICED DILLS
PREM LUNCHEON MEAT 
VIENNA SAUSAGE swwrs _ _
SKIN, Tall Can
12 F°R 33c
 49c
HOUSE, can — — - 39e
PILGRIM - Qt. Jar 29C
39c
F°R 39°- 
$100 BABY FOOD 3
2 lbs..25c.c 
DEW
10c MELONS
Cpkg.
5c 7Lb 303 Can
MAYONNAISE KR4,-,
DALE MUSTARD 
CATSUP SNIDER'S. 11-07. Bottle 
KRAUT STOKLEVS, 303 Can 
PIECE19)a
Design
Salad Set
(4(1t7Ni!.144
Only
$2 and
a Wish Bone
front label
"Zits $395
•
S
Stylish marbleized
bowls,made of sturdy
Pollstaredaelasfic
• (airs fano senong
bowl 91 2 in
suind.riclualborris
15 11.• *del smarfla c
ontoured serving
fork and spoon.
Onnt, Yea, tanitoaf,
wth rad. 5504 and
atlot•ts to.
WISH-BONE, syysto spryly PA. Ni
WISH BRE one
IT8eV8N
DELUXE FRENCH 2g'
jars 25c
3W
2W
-- Qt. Jar
Qt. Jar
2 FOR
F°R 25c
STOKLEY'S CORN 2 CA" 25`
BUSH'S LIMAS GREEN & MUTI 303 ( 1°2 F°R 29c
NO 1 WHITE or RED 
1.9C BUSH'S SPAGHETTI 
POTATOES 11) ts% 
CORN 
SPEAS - Colored or White
1 04=13S ftaYC 3 EARS 25c  VINEGAR
r°4igers el 
!pRozEN CREME PIES 31t
TISSUE FOODS pi5,,,„ 69
gallon
ROLLS
MP
Can .3 I
39c
29c
FINE FOOD
FOR
FINE FOLKS
a
6
1), 1963
anew dinata•
lb
IS
39c
lb
tarblitized
Os of sturdy
ma plastic
loop unrIng
2 as wide 1
dual bowls
lee serving
Caws a•d
Pitt. Mrs
19`
29'
)5.
39e
9 op c
wipe)
9 ghc
ow it..
25C
S ow.
9 5c
slick e
R /Cr ft/
(..I. •
19c
L9c
CS •
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:FOR SALE
NEW BRICK HOUSE, THREE bed-
rooms, ceramic tile bath, carpet in
lising room. Dawn Heights Subdivi-
sion. $11.250. Call 753-1616. tfc
FRIGIDAIRE cook stove in tiret
clan condition Call 753-6211. J-21-P
- --
1960 MODET. Panel Delivery yolks-
eauen, excellent condition Reason
ANOTHER
NEW HOME!
Under Construction
in the
COLLEGE
TERRACE
SUBDIVISION
Large beautiful lots for
sale. Ahy type home. A
wonderful location. Just
a block from college.
Call
Glindel J. Reaves
753-5111
•
HE LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY
 •-•••••I•1••
for selling we don't like it. Phone
753-al30. 6-21-0
2 BEDROOM FURNISHED apart-.
ment. Ideal for 4 college hoys.
Phone 753-5108
CYPRUS, POPLAR and oak lum-
ber, near Lake Stop Grocery, mat
off highway 94. Miller Lumber Com-
pany.
FARM FOR ALL ELECTRIC snav-
ers at Lindsey's Jewelers.
90 ACRE FARM, 80 acre cultivated
land, 10 males north west ot Mur-
ray on blacktop road Under cattle
fence. 5 room house with bath.
stall stock barn good tobacco term,
possession with deed.
PtATION !X Ellis Realtors, Phone
753-1738. J -20-C
BABY BED, mattress, Dumper pad,
I year crib size, like new. Phone
PL. 3-4921. J-20-C
1967 CHEVY ton truck, excel-
lent condition. Also Westinghouse
refrigerator. Call after 4:00 p. m.
PL 3-1873. J-20-P
GENERAL MOTORS air condition-
er }Or 55 through 63 Chevy, 6 or 8
cylinder. In excellent condition. See
Marvin Harris at 509 south 'rut
St. or Phone 753-3543. J -20-P
CHAIN SAWS, HOMELITE AND
Mono. Mowers - Mono, Moto Mower.
New and used mowers. Mowers for
rent. Waldrop's Mower and Saw
Shop, Concord FLuttd, phone 753-
6233. july20c
FIVE NEW RUN-ABOUT BOATS-
two 14' Lone Stars, three 16' run-
abeuts Also 1 aluminum 12' Rich
Line Car Top fishing boat See them
now at the Erne sporting and GM
Shop, Concord Road, Murray, Ken-
tucky, telephone 753-5281. J-29-C
EXTRA NICE new three bedroom
brick home in College Terrace Sub-
division. Call Glindel J. Iteavea.
J -22-C
FOR RENT
AIR CONDITIONED SLEEPING
room for two men. M. G. Richard-
son, 407 S. 8th Street. I2313
4.-ROOM APARTMENT furnished.
Will be available by the tirs-t tel
month. 8412 Sycamore, Phone PL-
3-1417. J-20-P
FURNISHED APARTMENT for
rent, private entrance and bath.
Phone PL 3-1604. Mrs. Dorris Clark
near Five Points. J
BUILDING ON INDUSTRIAL Road
with spur siding on back, 40" x 150".
Will rent all or part of building.
Ideal for storage or clean-up shop.
Immediate possession. L. 1) Miller,
Phone PL 3-5000 or PL 3-5995 after
8 o'clock.
5 ROOlil MODERN HOUSE com-
pletely furnished. also 3 room mod-
ern noose completely turmsried.
Nine miles 'northeast ol Murray.
Photo' 753-4581. J -E2-C
rehalleitfin hactRif Ia•Iof 14.1i d
,IA11.1\ AVIS
By CLEO STEPHIIIIEN.
Frew na• . or itauaa &au 0 Cluarro4 ma or (.1•0 0.11.&••• DI•lnbu
WHAT HAS HAPPENED
Kit Adams felt her life had been
made nieeningless She had come
to hate her job, and to regard her
only suitor, Bob Drake, as dull
So. In flight from both her Job and
Bob ah• went into western moun-
tains to think out things for ner-
self, and mougot to accomplish
aomethin chall, niong the choir ing
of • pea an old rancher had told
her had De•er been explored.
A tong way up the slope, an
earth tremor tossed her against •
ledge stunairawly and tore away her
roadies of esespe Dorn the ledge It
uecovered an opcnine to a cave
sbe found on regaining root-
let 1•001111. Threading her way
thrt•egh with • torch
' 
idle None
unroll's opening into • broad valley
wrotie It by an extinct volcano
Dee ending to the valley floor via
vines Kit was unaware that her
presenre had t pen observed by a
nian pro. ititely embed, who kept
at • diatsioce until she was stalked
by • ouge bear. The stranger rcs-
coed MK
. He was Cfift Roberts. • mineralo-
gist erlas bad rashed into the tml-
cane cratet ',stoat years earlier
during an 111•.rtal survey for gold
During Cliff s stay is the 'rater. toe
has ddrovered • feW Indiana--last
surap•irs of • long waited tribe
One of them • girl galled chin-
. km pp,r411/111,4414411 with Kit in
Hitaniali and lea bee to • tree
bowie . .
- -
CHAPTER 11
(INF: DAY at K.'"s tnaletence.
Chinitza took her to the
cliff dwelling, surreptitiously
smuggling her in while both the
Indian men. Wass° and Yucaipa,
Vire out hunung.
The two girls had lain con-
cealed at dawn, watching as
first the old man and then the
younger one had climbed down
and left for their usual morning
hunt for total. Then the two
girls had climbed to the Imige,
rggling like schoolgirls on a
iiiisi'iiieVoiil lark.
Kit was astonished at the
comfort ot the living quarters in
the cliff. There was even a
small, living spring that welled
up from some mysterious source
deep in the mountain and ran
from a hole in the wall and
across the ledge, murmuring
cheerfully as It meandered to
the edge and dropped over in a
sparkling, waterfall.
Everything about the little
city fascinated Kit. Iteivas as
thoin7h she had . suddenly and
rivracillowily been transported
into the lives of people who
livid hundreds of years earlier.
Even though the ledge was
an ideal dwelling place, Kit was
glad Chinitza did not invite her
to make her abode here. Kit
had grown to love the tree nest
with its airy heights, its cool,
frevh breezes.
Chinitza prondly led Kit to
he own room. The lovely white
hit rug was its dominant tea-
tot. and Kit exclaimed over its
be;.iit V.
grandfathrT kill" *1 lion,"
Hr." India girl said, robbing her
hr:. I cite..ci:Iply over the soft
P:r; ''iii to ri," rdh re. watch
1 ' ; • .11 14.0' 14,1' Is 01
sty ''it land,
c ;MO r,'v,icfl
;1 t lin niountnin 14,,ns
4 Pr ' • fP • 41- SO nearly
tee r
ledge. Chinitza hurried K It
down the ladder in fear that
Yucaipa would return earlier
than usual.
Chinitza now spent most of
her days with, Kit, returning to
the ledge in the afternoon.
Wass° always listened eagerly
when she repeated converse
tkini, ape had had with her new
friend.
"She is a golden girl, even
her flair," Chinitza reported ex-
citedly. "and, grandfather, you
were righ t, always ...sou are
right: there are many people
out there.- She waved her hand
In an encompassing circle.
Wasso was greatly relieved
that his granddaughter had a
friend ot her own sex. New life
came to aim, and he began to
form a plan to thwart the Ob-
vious intentions of Yucaipa.
Over and over he asked for
the exact description of the
ledge where Kit had entered the
passageway through the moun-
tain. He particularly wanted to
know its height from the valley
floor. Ile was greatly distressed
to learn that Kit could not re-
member the location of the en-
trance.
"Your friend must find it," he
said to Chinitza. "This la im-
portant."
So the girls started a system-
atic search of the vines in the
general direction of the spot
where Kit had entered.
One day in their rambles
Chinitza led Kit to an area in
the woods strewn.rwith pieces
of rusting metal. There, almost
covered with vines,. was the
skeleton of a plane.
"Bird man rode It," tile In-
dian girl said. "With algreat
clap of thunder It fell -to the
earth."
Kit had not seen Cliff Roberts
since the day he had made his
offering of the antelope, then
run off. She longed to express
her genuine gratitude' to him.
but tier pride would not permit
her to seek him out.
Today, however, after she and
Chinitza had returned to the
tree nest, Kit found herself un-
able to put the man out of her
mind.
"Where does the bird man
liver' she asked Chinitza as
they prepared food for _their
supper.
lives in cave." Chinitza
waved her hand in an indefinite
motion. "Five years he live
here. My bird man."
"Yours?" Kit asked. porzled.
"Si," Chinitza said. Then re-
membering the rule laid down
by Kit, that they converse only
In English so that the Indian
girl would be prepared for her
emergence into eivilleation. she
Flue- I. la r fiend cocked to one
3:de Pt the unfamiliar words.
Then she smiled and added,
"I live with bird man."
"You live with him: But
' ere,..-nte I tecriteht -you lived on the ledge
•-• meta.... • c• ; Iv e.:1 lc with your grandfether." Kit's
•• '!)•••••1 fr!.. "P too ;t exelamaUon sounded almost like
e •,-1 fourii two'," a condemnation.
not stay lung on the "Yes, someUmes Chinitza live'
•
I.
with grandfather, sometimes
with birdman," the girl said.
pleased that she had found the
word live, feeling that It ex-
plained the days she had fol-
lowed Cliff about, watching him,
feeling no need to mention that
she and Cliff had met just once,
five years ago.
Kit was stunned! That there
had been anything between the
Indian girl and the man had not
occurred to her. She stared at
the girl bending over the
metate, her smooth brown arm
moving Vi circles, the mane in
her h n d effigiently crushing
"Perhaps the values of wilder-
ness people are different from
the ones I know," Kit thought
sorrowfully, and she felt a great
anger toward the man.
She got up quickly, mumbled
something about getting more
seeds, and fled down the vine
ladder and off into the woods.
She strode the trails, not canng
where they went.
She made no effort to analyze
the emotions that tore at her,
and she was left shaken, her
heart pounding.
She sat down on a fallen log,
tired and unhappy.
The beauty of the valley she
had grown to love seemed
dimmed.
Cliff came upon her suddenly
as he swung around a bend in
the trail, head down, following
the trate( of a deer.
"Oh, hello!" he said, smiling,
then told himself, "This is your
chance, Cliff boy. You've been
waiting for this, and you know
it." He approached Kit cone
[Went ly.
"I'm sorry I laughed at you
that time you were so angry
and frightened," he apologized.
"Actually, we're e v e n, you
know; you laughed at my pom-
pousness when I brought you
the antelope. Can't we call it
quits and shake hands?"
Kit's lips were closed tight in
a straight line. Cliff smiled un-
certainly and held out his hand.
He saw the storm signals not
was not sure of their meaning.
The girl stood up in front of
him, her small figure stretched
up to its full height, her hands
clenched in hard little fists.
"How dare-you!" she gritted.
-How dare you speak to me
What do you want, a harem?"
And again, as she hart at their
first meeting, She drew back her
arm and slapped him with all
the force she could mileter.
Then, need held high, s h e
stalked off up the trail. ,
"Hey!" Cliff yelled, when he
had recovered frorn the an: in
iehmerit of the unexpected blow.
-For gosh sake, what did I do?
Hey. you. come batik ,
Kit hurried on. without a
backwerel glance.
Cliff sank down on the log
and put hIS head in his Ft:it 's.
"Good golly," he' moaned. -us
she going to slap me every titre
we meet I'm beginning to fee!
like a punching bag."
(70 8. CO:shred Tomorrow,
- 
Bussirmss Opportunitists WANTED TO BUY
"THE RAILROAD SALVAGE Store
Is going to sell Silver Dollars tOr
,75e each Monday, Tuesday, and
Wednesday nites from 6 tit 8:00
p. m. 100 01 em! one to a customer,
"Talk About a Bargain". J-'42-C
THE KNIT SHOP
wiles Road-Murray a ill Pew June
211th Reopen July Nth., Featunng
ported yarns. needlepoint atrralla. kits.
4•4 4•••44prier Plitosie 75;4.1 IMO J-3'.0
FREE INSTRUCTIONS
/
HELP WANTED
1
EXPEFtIENCED Gasoline truck
driver See Noble Farris at 4th and
Chestnut J -20-0
MEN AND WOMEN for 'aroma-
lion on an I. B. M career see dis-
play ad elsewhere in this paper.
J-22-C
W.AINTED AT ONCE-DE:I4.1224S
IN Murray Many families needing
Rawleigh Products. You can tarn
$100 and up full time. Write Rat-
leigh, Dept. KY? 1090-113, Free-
port, Ill. ITC
Wanted
Men and Women
For Career In
IBM
Write, giving name and
phone No. for appitude
test. Must be able to get
along with other people.
Write Box 32-B
do Ledger & Times
assaricf
HAVE YOU SIEN the 12.660 gallon
swimming pool set up on The Rail- •
road Salvage parking lot Re-
gular $25000 now 675 00 Also a tent, k
that will sleep four Regular $95-0
Now $60.00 Also a large ship-
ment of baby items inside! 
Just go thru the door to the store
.."Railroad Salvage" J-22-C
BARLEY, RYE, WHEAT AND Oats
Farmers G:am & Seed Company
tic
ANTIQUE CLCYTHING and acces-
sories worn in 1918-20. Size 11-12.
Call u Mrs. Howard Brandon 753-
5960. J - '20-C
HOG MARKET
FEDERAL STATE MARKET NEWS
stavicE June 20, 1963. Kentucky
Purchase-Area hog market report
including 9 buying stations
Estimated receipts 435, barrows and
tilts 50e higher. No. 1, 2 and 3 lbs.
$1735 to 17.50. Few No. 1 180 to 2.20
lbs. 17.75 to 1800. No. 2 and 3 'Z.,3o
to 270 lbs. $16.00 to 17.00. No. 1, '2
and 3 150 to 175 lbs. $14.76 to 16.50.
No. 2 and 3 sows 400 to 600 Ms.
$1225 to 14.50. No. 1 and 2 250 to
400 lbs. $13.50 to 14.50.
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CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
i-ftorSian date
1. Marsh
Contest
12-River in
AfricaC
14-W inglik•
15-DoctrIne
16-Having ears
IR-Ilttter retch
19' Near
20. Facial
expression
21-King of
Bashan
23-Synii,o! for
tellurium
24- Profit
26-Muse of
poetry
20-Cuts
39-I iance step
30-Quarrel
32-Performs
33-River
Island
34- ftational
35-1:111k seed
3( Likely
inal
plant
31-Theater box
40-Ireach
across
41 -Pretmeliion
13- Ilatt)losilan
deity
44-cearse,
matted wool
45- Pr en x not
47-31ai-aW
41-Tooth
51-Blrl's name
52-Taking part
In
55-r 0,e °pivoted
56- Fruit drink
57-Partniar
DOWN
1-DolphInliks
cetacean
2-Remoteness
of time
3-Shade tree
4-Compass
point
5-Frogil•
6. Merit
7-Broncl of
pheasants
1- Sun rod
S. Bet ei IMO
10-1'un'tiv
pictures
16-Pasideas of
dIseord
17-Cli, k
beetles
20-Opetlings
23-A litattr-
tatihr t
25-Essential
26-Dine
27-Instruct
DI-Weaken
29-Fruit seed
31-Tiny
33-Simian
34-Prmecting
tooth
36-South
AmerLAtn
bird
37-Thres-
banded
Answer to yesterday's Pouts
MIN
I - .
gc ,
iT. 
i AL  ..
6 E isi 6 E:14- -
EER , E SIE1L , 
39-Faroe
Islands
whirlwind
40-Form
41-Berk cloth
42-Algerian
seaport
44-Skidded
45-011.1e. f of
worship
y
46-Inderinit•
number
Si). South
American
wood sorrel
51-Be Iii
53-Nots of iscaN
54 svniI5,1 for
tantalum
1 2 3 a 3 6 7 C...".9
. i
9 1 0 11
12 .: 13
.;./S
,•::•:14
.-:•:.
17 VIII
..I.X.2319
4
9"Z5121
4.ecV
'
22
We
PPQ
31
'• 24 24
,
."9-72'6 27
28 T'T,30
32
d"
:,:.::34
. .
c
,.•
••• 38 39 •••
- '-
41 ,. 41111
.77-
„.'ss
,s
ae
47 4$ ..•.•. 49 50
52 53 54
55 756 '
'Fie.sm
57
Distr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc.
Read Today's
Sports
ATHLETE'S FOOT
HOW TO TREAT IT-
Ap1r-y .14,taii1-410184 'f-4'L., You feel It
hutil to check atIong loiTtitug. in
minutes. Then in 3 to 5 du++. watells
1411e,leal ska, cough off. Wati 6 healthy
skin repiart. it. If not Flea•tal IN ONK
HOUR. your 414c; bark at am drug store.
NUW at Holland Orig. Company.
SKIN ITCH
DON'T SCRATCH IT!
Sarah hung spreads infection. causing
MORE item. Apply alllek-dr)•Ing ITC:H-
UE-NOT instead. 'whine quiets down in
amulet. and antiseptic action helps ape,:
ttealinic Fine tor rearms. meet bites, foot
Itch, tither surftvie rushee. If not pleased.
IOW 414e hack at any drug store. TODAY
tt Drag Co.
-•••••I
FOR CORRECT
TIME and
TEMPERATURE
DAY OR NIGHT
DIAL 753:,6363
PEOPLES DANK
of
Murray, Ky.
PEANUTS®
PEANUTS
CAN'T JVAP
LETS SEE
WHAT KIND OF
ROPE YOO'RE
U61Ne.,.
..s •
••
•••
DAN FLAGG
h.-oleic, LEFT--
h.:M.1AS iisarrIRS.
41
/ NANCY
HAM- I
IMA6iNE YOOR
MOTHER 0006HT
Trii5 FOR YOU,
SISE NOT?
L
G
‘c E; SHE
OT IT )
DOWN70,10N
• ,-
I i
i,
Y'JV REAL& - 2„
PROFESS ON AL , AN) hAs E
Fir ?a.) WITH A JUAAP ROPE
THAT IS JUST RIEsiT FOR
•••• •-• *MR
• • f •••••
by Charles M. Schulz
FARGO!
__2-111%ssamnsatill
FKnE.:7Th 7-15TRAICss7 TO
RE? / I.."E
' I mEaNuAsKT(Rs!
•
ICCT.
'1.7ti.REP4 1115
EdNifiLial&
ENTERPRISE AS
MEP As LAM.
If--
OH, MISS RITZ ---
I WISH YOU'D TELL
NANCY TO STOP
BEING SUCH A
NOSY BUSYBODY
'If,- SNOW... I'M
by Don Sherwood
' MOVE!Ref-464.1146 MS OFFICE T
60,4sT NOW LM Still- Lt.
1`...2EEL.T7 .1.77.7IRISE  ..•
,',,'r sotilzE
pgisowelti
by Ernie Bushmiller
S EIS ALWAYS
SNOOPING AND
PRYING- INTO
OTHER
PEOPLE'S
BUSINESS
ABBIZ AN' SLATS
by Raeburn 7an Buren
..1 YOUR CHILDISH GAAABIT IN HAVING THE
PHCAJE OFF 'NE HOOK IS USELESS. I
SHALL CONTINUE TO INFORM
'CU OF MY INTENTIONS.,
LISTEN CAREFULLY.
TONIGHT I SHALL
COME AND SEE you
, le AT MiDNISHT !
LIL' ABNER
IT'S Tr; 1' MOST :IORTHLESS
7.-s NJG C :•RTH - A
57 SLODBOVIAN
WHA7
DOES
IT DO?
by Al Cs.pp
DON'T BE A PFOOL!! SOMEONE,
SOMEWHERE, MIGHT LIKE THAT
KIND SING i NG.r.' BUT, Vs/i-SAT EGOT
AIN'T \NORTH NOTHING TO NOBODN;
NOWHERE!!
• - •
v•
••=0
A
PAGE EIOffir
MeCovey Hopes Nothing Will
Flapen To Den
t'nTtscl Pr ss InternrtionalIts
Every night just be:one he goes
-To sli•esr-wini,------mecrwy---sees- a
p.-zy er that no. rung happens to
Don Dry-sdale
If it ever does. McCorey Wilt
automatically lose his No 1 meal
ticket in the National League.
The ix- San Fran-i,ca first base-
Man owne a fantastic 468 lifetime
batting average ' against Drysdale
and while 1110.' r' -al batters shud-
der wilen they .(.1-• the LereAniceles
rah?-hander warming on. McCovey
can't wait to arab a bat
Ti" how it was Wednesday.
too. when WI:lie teed ott tor a
:7.1-r'n homet in the first inning
against Dry-siale to start the Giants
to a^ 8-3 rIct.orr over the Dodgers
be•ots srIps -time crowd ot 41.3S4
at -an Francisco.
T• wrs tha 14•.h homer of the
season for M^Ccvey who has tilt
n•ne nur.n.• ho, career oft Drysdale
Marlehal Wins 11th
Juan Mars-hal !raking his tut
start sane his no-hitter against
Houston las. Saturday night. got
h.s 11th vt,-!,:-% in 14 decisions ai-
Lhnnith Pierce took over tor
him in the eighth at•er Ron Foirir 
s
h hire ctr th.• Giants lead to 6-3
Chuck Hiller had a twv-rni Is 
inter
for the Gams m the botton of the
eichth Willie Travis also hit a !so-
nic. homer for the Dodgers in the
fosrth.
The rue arv• kept the second-
place Giants with.n a halt-game of
the pace-settin.: St Louis Cardinals
,
who downed the New York Mets
for the 10th time In 13 meetargs
th,s season. 9-4
In other Nttional League con-
tests. tne Chf-aari Cubs drubbed
the Hsustor. Colts 9-1. the Plus-
h. 7 h Pirates mauled the MU-
walikee Braves 6-2, and tne
Reds beat he Pn.ladelprua
Pfv!lies 6-5 in 10 innings
The Net Y irk Yankees main-
tan. the.r ine-c.• me lean an the
Or defeating the
W Senators 3-2 for their
-' . un. the Chicago
. • .; sneid the Minnesota
fts
Dnrsdale's Arm. •
handed the Dttroit Tigers their
ninth straight loss 9-2.- the Cleve-
-bud Indians beat Baltimore 0-4 0,11.
h. Orioles took ftie nightcap 6-2.
and Los Angeles and Kansas City
spit with the Angels Wnnung the
op Ili .• 1-2, and the As the night-
cap. 4-3
Knocks In Five
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WE GIVE S8,11 GREEN ST IMPS!
"VERY VP. DOALE ,.ti" 3 DAY*tiati
* OPEN EACH EVENING 'EL 9
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT
1
Bill White ruined the Mets by 
dre. :rig in tire runs tor the Cards
With a grand slam homer and a
dytt.:e White's .12th nomer ot tne
inscr Tracy slallara ih
lie fourth overcame a 3-2 Cardinal
(it Twit Relles:-tr Ed Beata acorect
ni_s third victory
Ernie Banks raised his career
of runs batted in to 1.001.1
aoen lie connected for bus ISttr
of the sesson and two singles
-n victory over the Cons
Eau: Francis of the Pirates help-
vi himself to his third rictery 133.
dri :114 in three runs ayalnst the
Brutes wsth a double and tat,
sanaler Aarotits 30th nomer
and M ones' second accounted
Tor Ntils Mit tao runs
Leo Cardenas' single with IWO
0J: and the bases full in the lutn
broke un a tie between the Reds
Ann Ptuls that had existed since
!Jae sixth Inning when Don Demeter
hit his second solo nomer at the
srme
SISTRAIL
STANDINGS
nit•d Press Internitlonal
IloiaI 1....PAgUe
L .Pet. G15
'2"7
4O 28 588 .2
37 3) 561 a
---3630 538 4
-- 36 31 137 4
34 477 3
It 34 4-.7
36 455 V
'T 40 4133 13
-L.) 4,1 milt la
Yv•-dne..da.'• t•anses
P .• •• . •
. Nr1 Y ,tit 4
9
.es 3
C.:.
Thursday • Probrble Pitcairn,
1..•_•m• -ran at '.1...aa..kee
4 7 - s.fasIer 2-4
Li-cc: 2-
On.,
I rids
Fs:, .r•
tmeri,an League
.
• :-.e....:
(.4mes
nern•
Chicago
Baltimore -
Mhnesota
Los Angeles
Kansas City
Detroit -
Washnir. 0::
38
33
34
35
23
14
31
24
21
25
28
31
30
30
33
38
4.6
585 :
.5bir
a48 .•
530 4
514 3
403 '7
454
13 .
iltI4 :SU
Wednesday's Game,
• Clevelazid 5 Balt.more 4 1st
Baltimore 6 CsiveLand 2 2r, night
L's Anc-les. 4 Kin CitY 2 1st
Kan C.•y- 4 Los Aria 3. 2nd. moat
Chwago 12 Minnesota 4 night
New York 3 Washington 3 night
Ba-itael 9 Detroit 2. night
Tharsda,'s Prabsber PItamers
Chicado at Minreisota — B
nardt 8-2 vs &aid 5-6
BeIntr.,:e at Cese.and night --
R vs Grant 4-6
De• ro. • at Boston n.irn t — Bun
4-6 vs Earley 2-2
Wasnin:tor. at New York —
Stenhcrne 3-7 vs Doaning 2-0
Cari:• scnedulect.
!rids.
.71i r: : . k
laz-ies. :writ
1>i-•:olt K.insas• nigtrt
P.1tirnore at Minn 2 tin-night
IA I. 1Pct. (;5 
a! Cleveland nitznt
Ne-a V 7 .7 tit
SH EYES ARE SMILING -- l
qpaLni• is lust about reany to give
s..• -.• Kern',* ..rnat may 
DE tt warnpud re,aVion eye?
7. a y.s,t,n,n, near] of ct.,
e wner, ne ary v•-• .n
June 46 During nil tour-
day visit. Mr Kfr,ne,iy vv... tour
Dublin, Cora. Galway and 
the tiny village of Dungastov.-n
near New RAMIS in County Wexfo
rd, where the Irish branch
of the Kennedy faxnhjy a
Ufl lives. ((Jentral Press)
EGGS
GRADE "A"
LARGE - Dozen.
With '5.00 Purchase
•••••
litiap -emit& 4i1/oz Less
AT...
Murray, Kentucky Hazel Highway
•
19c
KRAFT II' tar
Mayonnaise 39c
GRIFFIN 'lilt ‘11 til Ititl l8-oz. Glass
PRESERVES 39c
FOLGEICS INSTANT a of .1 .i
COFFEE 59c
WEIDERS. WHOLE SWEET
PICKLES
tt Jvr
39c
BACON
SUGAR CCRED SLICED
JOWLS 3i $1
STRICTLY FRESH
YELLOW
SOLIDS
With '5.00
Purchase
OLEO
21
HO AS
STEAK RIB
With '5.00
Purchase
BISCUITS
PLANTATION
3..,.D.A. Good & Choice
CHUCK tst Cut
79 lb
Chicken Breats lb. 59'
Thighs  lb. 49'
Wings  lb. 27'
Backs, Necks _ lb 19*
Southern Belle
Tender Smoked
BUTT PORTION
MINUTE 2-c:, Size
STEAK
Houser Valley
Rindless
49c
lb
FRANKS. niveyside Skinless 1-lb. pkg. 45r
B01.0f_INA. Old Fashion Lge. _ lb. 29'
MBURGER MEAT 3'$l
•*.l ER'S GROUND 4-Oz, Can
PEPPER BLACK 25C
GR11 I IN 18-oz. Jo -
JAMS & JELLIES - 3 F°, '1
BIG TOP PEANUT • 25-oz. Jar
BITTER 69c
BOONE C01 N1'1 It-or Bottle
CATSUP 15°
IZED BIRD VIENNA II-oz. Can
SAUSAGE 10'
Bakery Specials!
CREAM HORNS pa I 5`
writ and "IR"
TURNOVERS e. II
LEMON
CHEESE CAKE - -— ea.89c
K - aft Lou Ciliorie it-oz. bottle
FRENCH DRESSING _ 36'
BLUE BONNET 'OLEO  lb. 25'
CANS
Livers 
Gizzards _
Sliced Pork
LIVER  
C SHANK.
lb
PORTION
9
b 8 
•
_ _ 39:
lb. 29'
lb
('enter Sliced
HAM, for Frying  lb. 
89'
HOOP CHEESE  lb. 
49'
NEW PREMIUM
With Golden Wheat 'Glassware
DUZ
%EL%FETA
CHEESE _
 Giant 69
— — Two Pound Box 89°
re:cf't ET-THIN - Full Pound
POTATO CHIPS - - - 59`
BLUE PLATE - I -(bt. Decanter Btl.
OIL 
SCOTT TISSUE
VANITY Half-Gallon
ICE MILK 39c
fl REELFOOT
MORTON FRUIT 22.oz, Size
PIES 3
Roll
59c 
C
ea
SALAD DRESSING, Miracle Whit, qt. 49*
PEACHES, Yellow Bow, No. 2V2 can _ _ 25'
4 -Lb. 59'Ctn.
SALT, Miss Liberty, 26-oz. box  10'
$1 
DILLS, Rainbo Summer Kosher, qt. jar _ 39'
TIE' Till' IltOZEN C-07. ('an
LEMONADE 3 39c
TENN. FROZEN FRENCH FRIED 6 or l'kg
POTATOES 10c
ANTLER CM M I ill 1 in
SALMON 49c
And 1 p
MELONS eak 59c
GOLDEN RIPE Pound
BANANAS 10c1
-rum sia.;
LEMONS 29c
S
20, 1963 q
.ess
gc
9 lb
lb. 89' •
lb. 39'
lb. 29'9c
lb. 89'
lb. 49'
59`
•
541Y 
I ea
lit, qt. 49:
an _
_ _ 10*
t. jar _ 39'
59c
Pound
DOZen
29c
•
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^Cardinal Montini Is
Elected Pope Paul VI
sBy WILLIAM F. SUNDERLAND
United Press International
VATICAN CITY 'urti — Giovan-
ni Batista Cardinal Montini was
elected Pope Paul VI today, the
262nd supreme pontiff of the Ro-
man Catholic Church
The 66-year-old Archbishop of
Milan, a slight, dark-eyed prelate
and noted intellectual, is known for
his "liberal" tendencies and was a
favored candidate to succeed the
iliac Pope John XXIII
The Sacred College of Cardinals
chose the communist —battling pre-
late to head the world's half 
hon Catholics on the second day of
balloting in secret conclave in the
fabled Sistine Chapel of the 16th
Century Vatican Palace
From the moment he pronounced
the traditional Latin "Accepto- —
Pope Paid VI
I accept — when he was asked whe-
ther he would take on the honors
'Continued on Page ta
' Seven Local Governments Are
Operating In Calloway County
i Special to Ike Ledger a Times'
NEW YORK. June 21 — Local
governmental processes are found to
be less streamlined in Calloway
*County than they are in most parts
of the Erma South Central States
The business of got ernrnent is be-
ing carried on through the use of a
Hoyt Roberts
Installed AN
*Civitan Head
Hoyt Roberts. Murray realtur. was
installed as president of the Mur-
ray Civitan Club at a ladies night
meeting at Southaide Restaurant
last night
Other officers installed by Aubrey
Willoughby were Hardiman Nix.
vice-president. R C Petty. treasur-
er Stanley Henry. sgt at arms. and
Elmer Scholar. director
Willoughby also presented past
president plaques aid pins to John
Vialhanu, and Jerald Garrett Retir-
ing president Garrett presented
Hardman Nix with a loving cup for
selling the most pancake tickets
Mrs Dew Drop Rowlett was the
guesIt speaker and addrened the
club on phssical fitness She streasa
ed the importance of physical edu-
cation names fur all school grades
from the first through college Most
schools stress winning in athletic
programs and place leas emphasis
on physical exercise, the speaker
pointed out The ones who sit on
the sidelines are the ones who need
exercise the most, she said
Mrs Rowlett also pointed to the
need for good exercise for adults
and told the group that walking is
one of the best exercises A strong
mind and a strong body go together
and the motto -you can't Mt and
be fit" is a good one, the speaker
concluded
Guests at the meeting were Mr
and Mrs L D Cook. Jr, Mr and
Mrs Otto Erwin. and Rev and Mrs
Starvin Jones Visiting Civitaru and
heir wives were, Mr and Mrs Joe
,erry and Mr and Mrs Carl Smith
mm the Parts. Tennessee club
Musk for the evening was furnish-
,' by Mrs Otto Erwin and Mrs,
D. Cook The meeting closed with
trs Cook singing —The Lord's
rayer "
Weather
Report
1.7 rrilt•41 Pro*. In toe-mil Inns(
h Yesterday
Yesterday
Today --
"all
lucky Lake 7 a m 3.58e.
0.1 It; below dam'nai 4, down
at 719; sunrise 4 37
74
-- 61
'nited Press International
in and south-central Ken-
Partly cloudy and mild to-
h 78 to 83 Fair and cool
low in the low to mid I
tirday partly cloudy and
is in the low to mid 80s.
larger number of agencies and of-
ficial bodies than is the case else-
where
The facts and figures are brought
out in a special survey made by
the Department of Commerce and
released under the title -Census of
Governments. 1962" It is the first
national study of the kind since
1967
Such surveys are made periodical-
ly to determine what it takes. in
ir Of governmental agencies.
WrOvide school services. water
supply. sanitation peijCP and fire
protection, health and welfare and
the many other services a commun-
ity needs
In Calloway County, it is shown
these functions are carried on
through 7 governmental units. 6 of
which have property-taxing poster
A breakdown of this total re-
veals that there are 3 municipal
governments in the county, no town-
ship governments 2 fiscally, inde-
pendent school districts. 1 special
(Continued en Page 11
Paschall Is
Named Hazel
"Woodman"
Gerald Paschall, young farmer in
the Taylor Store community, lest
night was presented the "Mr Wood-
man" award of the Hazel Wood-
men of the World Camp at a bar-b-
que family night supper
Max B Hurt of lairksey, vice-pre-
sident and fraternal director of the
WOW, presented the award Mrs.
Paschall received a token gift from
the camp.
The "Mr. Woodrretn" plaque is
presented annually by the Hazel
Camp to the member that has best
exemplified the ideal Woodman both
In his camp and in his community
Paachall has been an active mem-
ber of the Hazel Camp for several
years He presently holds the office
of Escort and has served on several
state committees
Approximately eighty persons at-
tended the supper Special guests
in addition to Mr Hurt were Dist.
Mgr and Mrs James Parker. Field
Representative and Mrs T C. Col-
lie, Field Representative Zane Cun-
ningham and Mias Zane Miller
The Fred Hicks Myers string
band furnished the entertainment.
Tip Curd Speaker
For Sunday Worship
At Green Plain
Tip Curd, son of Mr and Mrs.
Edward Curd of Hazel route twe,
will be the speaker this Sunday
the regular 10 46 worship hour of
the Green Plain Church of Christ,
Curd is a 1963 cum 'Rude graduate
of David Lipscomb College in Nash-
ville, Tennessee with a BA in
speech and a minor in math He will
fill appointments at regular inter-
vals at the church during the
absence of the regular minister.
Bro Jay Lockhart
The speaker Sunday evening at
7 o'clock will be Bro John Hoover of
Coldwater The public is invited to
attend these services
Floyd McCage
Passes Away
Early Today
Murray, Ky., Friday Afternoon, June 21, 1963
W. F. "Floyd" McCage, age 73,
died this morning at 6'30 o'clock
at the Bub Parker home on Murray
route three His death was attribut-
ed to a heart attack.
Mr McCage was well known In
Murray and Calloway County. He
had been associated with thl re-
staurant business in Murray for
several years He resided at 304
South Eleventh Street.
Survivors are his wife. Mrs Floyd
MoCage, three daughters, Mrs Paul
Gilmore, Detroit, Mrs. Opal Smith,
Murray, and Mrs Ken Barber of
Louisville. one son, Johnny McCage,
Paducah, sod two sisters. Mrs. R.
R Parker, Murray route three and
Mrs Raymond MoCuiston of New
Concord
Funeral arrangements are incom-
plete at this time.
The Max Churchill Funeral Horne
has charge of the arrangements
where friends may call
Mrs. Vinson
Installed
B&PW Head
Mrs. C. D. Vinson, Jr.
Mrs C D Vinson. Jr was in-
stalled as president for the second
year of the Business and Profession-
al Women's Club at the' annual
bresitfaxt held at the Woman s Club
House Thursday morning
The officers were Metalled by
Mrs Garnett Jones who used the
federation installation ceremony
and flowers as the symbols ot the
duties of the offices.
Others installed were Mrs Jessie
Shoemaker. vice-president, Miss
Shirley Garland, recording secre-
tary. Miss Vivian Hale. correspond-
ing secretary. Mrs ()dela Vance.
treasurer
Mrs Vinson thanked the mem-
bers and committee chairman tor
.their past services and welcomed the
committees for the new year She
said she was looking forward—to Trained 'Animal
the coming year with the nationai
theme being 'The Responsibility Show Here Monday
of Full Paniterehip to Ourselves.
Community, State. Nation. and the The Hollywood Trained Animal
World- Show will be in Murray an Monday
June 24 at the Murray High School
The membership committee corn- football field The show will heposed a 'Mrs Hazel Tula Mrs Jo sponsored by the Murray Baseball
Leslie, and Miss Ruth Lasaner, was Association One performance will
In charge of the arrangements be given at 8 00 pm
The tables were beautifully de- Many animals will take part in
New Pastor
Arrives At
Local Church
Reg. Lloyd W. Earner
Rev Lloyd W Ranier, a native ot
Jackson': Ttnnessee. has arrived in
Murray to begin his work as pastor
of ate First Methodis Church in
Murray The appointment came dur-
ing the 1963 session ot the Mem-
phis Annual Conference last week.
Rev Ramer holds the B A de-
gree from Laurnbirth Collet in Jace-
son. Tennessee He got his B Li
degree from Southern Mctrusdist
University. Dallas, Texas
The new pastor nas served the
First Methodist Churches in Jack-
son. Selma and Lexinaton. Tenn-
essee and for the past seven years
has held the pastorate at Milan,
Tennessee
During World War II he served
as a cnapiain In the United States
Army He is a member of the tkisma
Alpha lepall'on Fraternity
At present Rev Ramer is secre-
tary of the Conference Board of
Education, member of the Canter-
ence Council and recently was ap-
pointed representative to the Ken-
tucky Council of Church and dele-
gate to the Southeastern Jurisdic-
tional Conference
He is married to the former imo-
gene Underwood They have two
sons. Lloyd Jr . age 16, and Jimmy.
age 11.
Dexter Zip Code
Explained By Tarry
"Out five-digit Zip Code is 42036-,
Postmaster Mack T Tarry announc-
ed todey.
"Evan/one in Dexter, Kentucky
will be this Zip Code on all their
correspondence to speed mail de-
liveries and reduce the chance of
ailment mail." Postmaster Mack T.
Tarry said
Postmaster Tarry stressed the im-
portance of all citizens of Dexter
learning this city's ZIP Code and
unarm it in their return address on
all correspondence. In answering
mail, he said, ZIP Codes taken from
return addresses on incoming mail
should be used
—The Zip Code Ls the last word
In mail addressing.- Mr Tarry said.
"It should follow the city and state
In addresses"
He cited this example of the pro-
per use of Zip Code:
Mack T. Tarry
Postmaster,
U. S Post Office,
Dexter, Kentucky, 42036
The new ZIP Code plan. Mr Tar-
ry said, for alle first time will per-
mit the Poet Office Department to
short-cut repeated addressed read-
ing
corated with gardtma.s, dahlias, and
roses Mrs Jones was presented a
corsage of gardenias by Mrs Tun
DAUGHTER IS BORN
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Caddas of
Fulton announce the arrival Wed-
nesday of a daughter, Rachel De-
laney. The Caddas' have two other
children. Nancy Lynn and Christo-
pher
Mr. Caddas is coach at Fulton
City High School. Mrs Caddaa Ls the
former Betty Cothiun. daughter of
Mr and Mrs Freed Cotham.
the show and asuch acts as Miss
Lytell and her.21,Llberty Dalmatian
Dogs, performing ponys with stunt
riding monkeys will be featured.
On the bill will be the Great Re-
mu-do in the rolling globe and Jug-
gling A fashion parade /hotting
what the best dressed dog will wear
will also be held
On hand ten will be a white
hurdling pony, and a troupe of
Alaskan white Spitz dogs doing dif-
ficult and unusual stunts
Western acts, novelty acts clowns
will also be on hand
Musk' will be furnished by the
Kentucky Valley Boys.
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Many Brought
Before Court
Judge Miller Gov. Combs Will Attend
Cases completed in the court of
Judge Robert 0. Miller were re-
leased this morralig. The cases are
as follows, listing the charges
John Wood. Jr., charged with
issuing and uttering a cold and
worthless check was fined 1.5.00 with
the costs suspended. Restitution of
$2,00 was made to Sulter's Shell
Service.
William N. Wood. Issuing and ut-
tering a cold and worthless check,
the, Sheriff. Fined $10.00 and casts
saapendect Restitution of $4.08 made
to Jerry's Drive-In and $5.52 to the
White House Grocery.
Peggy Redden, reckless driving.
State Police. Fined $10.00 and coats
of $15_50.
Daniel Easley. speeding, State
Police. Fined $10.00 and costs of
$15.50
James Ross Smith. failing to stop
snd ascertain the nature of extent
el Miura sfter running against auto
Continued to June 24 at 200 pm
Cradis Colson, public drunk. the
Jailer Five days in jail.
Charles Ray Harris, issuing and.
uttering (i cold and worthless check.
the Sheriff Fined $500 and costs
suspended Restitution of $2.00 made
to Jerry's Drive-in,
George A Koehn. Paducah, speed-
ing. the State Police_ Fined $1000
end costs of $15.50
Prella Fred Wilkerson Miwrav
a-elle roe lattit aaneneasi in reek -
leas driving. State Police Fined
con and costs of $1050
Rslph Richard Grady, Golden
Pond. DWI, State Police. Fined $100
and costs of $1050
Jay Smith, mating and uttering a
cold and worthless check. Demand-
ed trial by jury. Executed bond for
82$0 to appear on June 24,
Alton Ellis. Breach of peace,
Sheriff Demanded trial by jury and
'maid guilty. Fined $3500 and costs
offnt:Ot.
Lawrence. Hazel route
three, DWI amended to reckless
driving. State Police Fined $l000
and costs of $15 50
Marporie Birdsong. Murray route
three. speeding. Deputy Sheriff.
Fined $10.00 and costs of $1300
John Earl Sharp, Newbern Ten-
al. :see. speeding. State Police Fined
¶10 00 and casts of $1550
Gars' Youngblood. Mayfield, route
five, littering the highway, State
Police Fined $2500 and costs of
$10.50
Gabriel Dickerson, Earlinglon,
Kentucky. speeding. °tate Police
Finest $1000 and costs of $1550.
Services For Arvie
Williams Held Today
Funeral services were conducted
this afternoon at two o'clock in the
J H Churchill Chapel for Arvie
Williams. 71 The rites were officiat-
ed by Rev Norman Culpepper and
Rev Otis Jones Interment was in;
the Elm Grove Cemetery.
Mr. Williams passed away Wed-
neaday afternoon at his home on
Murray route six `
Pallbearers Jesse Barnett, Henry,
Hopkins, Rafe Willoughby, Ray
Thompson, Fred Daday. and Clyde
Phelps
The J H Churchill Funeral Home
had Charge of the arrangements
Lions (lid
International President
Aubrey D. Green of York,
Alabama, was elected President
of Lions International at the
Association's 46th annual con-
vention June 19-22 at Miami
Beach, Lions International, with
672,000 members in 121 coun-
tries, is the world's largest sere—
ice club organization.
Lions International Is best
known for its many youth pro.
grams, community service proj-
ects, sight conservation activ-
ities and aid to the blind. Last
year Lions Clubs around the
globe completed more than
850,000 individual community
service nrineeta
"Stars In My Crown"
Premiere Saturday Night
Gov, Bert Combs
Gat Bert Combs will head a
large delegation of celebrities ex-
pected to attend the preimere per-
fornuince of -Stars in My Crown"
at the new Kentucky Lake Amphi-
theater Saturday night.
Governors of all states bordering
West Kentucky have been invited
to the opening performance as well
as Kentucky Lieut, Gov. Wilson
Wyatt. Highway Commissioner Hen-
ry Ward, and a host of other state
officials.
During the season, the show is
to be visited by Vice-president Lyn-
don Johnson, former President Har-
ry S Truman, Gov, William W.
Barrow of West Virginia, Senators
Thruston Morton and John Sher-
man Cooper, plus many others who
were personally acquainted with the
famous Veep, Alben W Barkley,
and with Irvin S Cobb
"Stars in My Crown," Kermit
Hunter's 24th outdoor production, is
something new in outdoor drama.
Appearing on the stage is a charac-
ter called Mr_ Rivers, seen only by
the audience and by one small boy
Stars fill My Crown Author Is
Speaker Thursday At Rotary
Kermit Hunter playnght and au-
thor of Stars in My Crown was the
guest speaker yesterday at the Mur-
ray Rotary Club,
Mr. ,Hunter, introduced by Max
B. Hurt, spoke to the club on plays
which are showing in Kentucky Aid
Demonstrations By
Spacemobile Are
Open To Public
Two demonstrations of space ex-
periments are scheduled at the wir-
ray State College Student Union
today at 1:30 and 8 p m.
The demonstrations. sponsored by
the National Aeronautic and Space
Administration. will be open to the
public. and will be conducted by
members of the agency's space-
mobile
The NASA spacemobile contains
models of launch vetacles, satel-
lites, and space probes. electronic
equipment, and other special de-
vices for demonstrating aspects Of
space science and exploration.
A typical demonstrations answers
Mx basic questions: I. What is a
satellite? 2 How does it get up into
orbit? 3. What keeps it in orbit?
4 What doen it do? 5. What good is
it? 6. What are the plans for future
space research and exploration?
The spacemobile is in Murray as
a project of the Aerospace Educa-
tion Worksnop being held at the
college
Youth Day At
Calloway Country
Ckib Next Friday
Youth Day for 7th grade through
college will be held at the Calloway
Counts Country Club, Friday. June
28th from 1:00 to 5:00 p.m. and
7:00 to 10:00 pm.
Each member may bring one non-
member guest Swimming and golf-
ing from 100 to 500 p m. Those
using the golf course must have
played before no beginnersi.
No adults or children allowed in
swimming pool, kiddie pool or on
golf course during these hours, a
club spokesman said.
An informal bermuda hop will
be held from 7 60 to 1000 p m. Ad-
mission will be 50c per couple.
Betty Nelson Medalist
In Ladies Day Golf
The Ladies Day Golf Day at the
Calloway Country Club was held .on
Wednesday with thirty-five ladies
participating
Prizes were awarded to the fol-
lowing
Medalist was Betty Nelson: Se-
cond low Scare Betty Lowry. most
axes Shirley Seals, blind hole
Blanche Titsworth
Following the golf a potluck
luncheon was served.
North Carolina and the value they
represent to the areas involved.
He told the club that North Caro-
I li* spent $.275.000 over a period of
twenty years on historical plays
and figuring very conservatively,
came to the conclusion that the
state itself realized a 100 per cent
profit
lourism is now the number one
industry of North Carolina, he said,
followed by the former leaders tex-
tiles and agriculture.
In speaking of the local play Stara
In My Crown, Mr. Hunter said that
at first glance, the history of Wes-
tern Kentucky seemed to be a his-
tory of failure. But, he said, no one
is a failure until he hun.self admits
it. He cited four outstanding per-
sonalities of Western Kentucky all
of whom failed in a personal desire,
but whom lives will make them live
in history
Albert Barkley had a great 
desirel Survivors are one son, Bun Harlan
Hughes. Farmington route two one
to become president, but never did.isaster. Mrs Johnny Nanny of Farm-
.
*Nathan Stubblefield invented the, baton, and three grandchildren,
radio, but failed to gain the recog- Max, Joe Pat and Suzette Hughes,
ration which was rightfully his. He was a member of the COldWat -
Irvin S. Cobb at one taw was on
the threshold of becoming a, top
figure in New Yort but let it slip
through his grasp. Kelley of iron
furnace fame, failed in making this
area a steel empire.
Mr Hunter said that the four
big rivers represented not only a
great evil in Western Kentucky.
ravaging the crops and homes re-
(Continued on Page 61
'Albeit Barkley' and symbolizing
the effect on the land and its people
of West Kentucky's four great riv-
ers. The play thus has a strung
element of fantasy and mystery, as
the guitar-nrumnung Mr Rivers
conjures up scenes from the past.
The new play also contains more
music and dancing than any other
outdoor drama. There are sever
dances, plus four other large crowd
scenes, augmented by more than a
dozen folk songs and musical inter-
ludes. The cast has 16 dancers and
'20 singers of professional quality,
in addition to a brass band, ban-
joes, gtutars, dulcimers, mouth or-
gans, and recorders.
The play is a story of tragedy and
triumph and is filled with human
interest and with rich material The
play revolt es manly around the
fortunes of an old farmer named
Henry Beaumont, who lives through
the late eighteen hundreds and fin-
ally dies in the 1950's, having seen
his land decline and then finally
come back into its own.
Most of the central figures of the
play arc fictional, but appearing is
the play is Barkley, both es a boy
and later as a young judge in Mc-
Cracken County Among other fig-
ures seen in flashbacks are Andrew
Jackson, Isaac Shelby. Matthew
Lyon, and Aaron Burr. all of whom
figured in the turnultous history of
West Kentucky
aStarealn My Crown" ern run
nightly except Sundays throng/I La-
bor Day The show will begin at 8
o'clock, central standard time.
Funeral Rites
Saturday For
Prince Hughes
Prince Hughes. age 85. died Thurs-
day at 7 55 p rn in the Puryear
Rest Home
er Methodist Church and the W.
0 W Funeral services will be held
at the Coldwater Methodist Church
Saturday at 200 p m Rev John-
son Easley will conduct the service
and burial will be in Goshen Ceme-
tery
Friends may call at the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home until the
service hour.
JAMES WOODALL. left, has two roles in "Stars in My
Crown," Alben W. Barkley and his father John Barkley.
Here he is shown as John with the young Alben, played
by Steve Britton of Paducah.
fr
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THE LATEST COURT DECI
SION
•
NO DOUBT many opinions will be expressed and articles
written within the next few d
ays regarding the opin
ion
by the Supreme Counrt Monday t
hat the use of the Lord
's
Prayer and Bible reading as dev
otional opening exercise
s in
public schools is unconstitutiona
l.
The founders of this Nation,
 according to our histo
ry
)00kS, were men who 'leaned he
avily on prayer and divi
ne
guidance as they struggled t
o formulate the Cons
titution
to guide the destiny of the n
ew country. Freedom to wor
-
ship according to the choice of e
ach individual was one 
of
their aims, and the First Ame
ndment says "Congress shall
make no law respecting an esta
blishrrient of religion or
prohibiting the tree exercise ther
eof."
So far as we know. Congres
s has made no such law
,
nor has any attempt been mad
e in Congress to pass such
a law. As a matter of fact, this 
nation has long been a shin-
ing example of how a church a
nd state can work together
in harmony, with neither infrin
ging on the other's rights.
Therefore, this decision by the
 highest court of the land
was just as unnecessary as some
 others it has handed down,
and no possible good can come
 of it. No matter how much
it is rationalized, and studied 
from the 'legal' standpoint,
the fact remains that the gre
atest Christian government
on earth has now proclaimed that 
it's against the law for
, our children to hear the wo
rds of Christ as long as they
are in the classroom.
To the intellectual mind the ru
ling may appear very
plausible and logical. flirt our
 missionaries in foreign fields,
as well as those working in som
e depressed areas in our
own country may find it difficul
t to expl-ain why the central
government of tne very citadel of
 Christendom has decreed
against reading the Holy Bibl
e and reciting the Lords
Prayer in our schools.
NO putasible god •estil come from such an o
pinion, simp-
ly because IL will nut epd there. A
lready one U S. Senator
has said. -if it is illegal to quote the
 Bible or read the Lord's
Prayer in public schools, its
 illegal in Congress, too " What
a sickening thought. particularly 
if you have ever read the
beautiful prayers of the late Peter
 Marshall, Chaplain of the
Senate for many yelirs.
What is to prevent some litiga
nt from now demanding
that we re-write the Star Spangl
ed Banner so as to delete
from those immortal lines written
 by.rFrancis Scott Key in
1814. and in God LC our Trust"
?
On November 13. 1861. when th
e nation was torn apart
In a Civil War. a minister name
d M R. Watkinson, of Rid-
leyville. Pa. wrote to Secretary
 of the Treasury Salmon P.
Chase that -fiorn my heart I hav
e felt our national shame
In disowning God AS not the leas
t of our present national
disasters." and sugeested -recog
nition of the Alm,ighty God
in some form on our coins". It w
as then that, the inscription
-In God We Trust" was placed
 on our coins, and became
nfficially• designated as the U S Na
tional Motto by Congress
In 1956. There may be forces amo
ng us who would now feel
bold enough to come forward an
d suggest that such a motto
Is ''unconstitutional."
Although many may agree w
ith top officials of one
ehurch, who said hi Philadelphi
a yesterday that the ruling
-underscores our firm belief
 that religious instruction Is
the sacred responsibility of the
 family and the churches,
Mid not the responsibility of pub
lic schools,- we cannot say
w!e• re in complete accord with su
ch a bland statement We
eon-ider the ruling carried the 
church-state question to t
oo
line. a point. that it was totall
y unnecessary, disturbing, and
can come to no good It Call d
u a great deal of harm to the
Christian outlook of this count
ry. It is no doubt pleasing to
our friends in the Kremlin.
NEGROES HALTED AT WHITE CHUR
CH DOOR-Two NAACP
members are hairaa at the entra
nce of the First Baptist
Church In Jackson, Miss, by t
he chairman of the board of
deacons as they try to enter. Negr
o's also were turned avvay
at four other aiate clanrae
s, but w tie admitted at St.
Andrews Episcopal Church.
GREEK CARETAKER - K
ing
Paul of Greece has o
rdered
Panaytotis Pipinelis (abov
e)
to form a caretaker 
govern-
ment to ease the po
litical
crisis caused by the re
signa-
tion of Premier Con
stantine
Kararnanhs, It was report
ed
In Athens. Karamanli
s quit
when the king refused
 to
cancel or postpone a 
ached-
tied royal trip to 
London
Azcue Takes
Advantage Of
Opportunity
By l• rti" rrea' Itgeras3"-Pal 
Ins Angeles at St Laws
enniebudy gooftcl on Joan 
Anue.
who might have wound 
up his ca-
Philadelphia at New York
reer in the minors had he 
not been
given one more chance 
by the W L.
Cleveland Indiana a mo
nth ago I New lint 3'7 2
3
Annie had previous tr
ials with mean) - 38 38
the Cincinnati Reds a
nd Kaunas Beason - 34 36
City A's. both ,if whom 
had written enneiana __ 
_ 35 al
turn off as teak hitter
 with only Minnesota   34 3
0
triple-A potential 
Baltimore   35 32
But the Indiana acquire
d turn 'Los Angele
s a- 34 35
from Potrland of the Pa
cific Coast Kansas Cit
y - 31 33
League in a trade with 
Kansa.s city Detroit 
 24 39
a month ago and ha
ve been con- Wash
ington   21 49 300
gratulatuig themselves ev
er since Thurs
day's Results
• Taking over as Cies
 elands No , Minneso
ta 9 Chicago 4
1 catcher when receiv
er Johnny New 
Yint 5 Washington 1
Romano broke a finger in l
ate May, Boston 8 
Detroit 3
the a-year-old Azcue h
as Mahan:- Clevel
and 11 Balttmore 8. night
ed a solid .303 hailing 
mark that' Friday's
 Probable Pitchers
has nelped make the
 Indians the Ne
w York at Fenton mina -
hottest nab in the majo
rs tor the Terry 7
-6 vs Monbouquette 9-4
month of June 
Washineton at Los; Angeles n
ava
A WM` helped the In
dians to - Rudo
lph 3,8 vs Chance 1-6
their 18th victory in th
eir laet 21 Detro
it at Kansas City runt -
'games Thursday w
ent when ne Aguir
re 5-6 vii Wickersham 5-5. ,
!drove m lour lira Inas a pai
r 01 a Chicago at
 Cleveland night - -
P/MITO 7-1 vs Wynn 0-0
Ba/timore at Minnesota 2. 
tvd-
night -- Roberts 4-7 and 
Demet
1-3 vs Stange 0-0 and Rogge
: 
1-1
Saturday's Games
Washington at Los Angele
s. niglit
Detroit at Kartsvie Car. men
Baltimore st Minnesota
Chicago at Cleveland
New York at Banton 2
By United Errs,: Internati
onal
National League
W L Pet. GB
St. Louis ---- 40 27 
507 -
San Francisco - 40 28 
.548 te
Los Angeles -- 37 29
 .561 an
Cincinnati  - 36 30 545 3
ke
Chicago   37 Si 54
4 3as
Milwaukee --- 32 34 485
 las
Pittsburgh -  31 35 
470 8es
Philadelphia -- 2730 3471 .39
7448 al%
Houston 
New York -- 25 43 
368 Van
Thureday's Results
Chicago 5 Houston 0
Milwaukee S Pittsburgh I
lett-Inman 11 Philadelphi
a 1. night
(Only games scheduledi
Friday's Probable Pitchers
Patabureth at Chicago - 
Card-
aeli 3-8 vs Bahl 6-b.
Houston at Cincinnati nigh
t -
Jahtison 3-6 vs Maloney 1
0-2.
Philadelphia at New York nig
ht
, - Johnren 5-3 vs Jackson 
5-7.
San Prancuro at Milwaukee 
night
1 -Bolin 3-1 vs Cloninger 1-4.
Los Angeles at St. Louis me
n
1 --Koufax 10-3 vs Gibson 5-3.
Satarday's Games
Pittsburgh at Chicago
. Houston at Cincinnati
San Francisco at Milwaukee
homer in an 11-8 decision 
over the
Bellmore Orioles
Gain Five Planes
.With Azcue behind the
 plate in
practically all their games
 the last
three weeks. the Indians na
ve spurt-
tel f-om runth piece 
to tourtn.
CAMe.S. III the pace
Even with Anne', two 
homer%
Thursday night. however,
 the In-
dians still needed anot
her grand
Minn nomer by Max A
lan during
a six-run seventh innin
g to mer-
men the Orioles. Wood le 
Held of
the Indians and losing 
pitcher Auk
Hall also turners
 dun tn the
co:itest.
Jerry Walker. who relieved
 start-
er Dick Donovan in t
he seventh
inning van credited with 
ins sixth
vinery against one i
on;
Tbanianitees rolled to the
ir see-
erah an. an a row by
 snipping
Vaastaiiiitol. 5-4. the 
Minnesota
T•01:11+ beat the Chicago 
white Sox
9-4 and the Boston R
ed Sox hand-
ed the Detroit Tiger
s their 10th
straight defeat 8-3 in 
the only
other American Leag
ue games
plated
Reds Trample Phallic.
Otia. three Natiana. lean
ie games
were at•hedalect. wIth the
 Cincinnati
Red: rolling over the 
Philadelphia
Phalle% 11-1. the Mile
ateree Brave;
beating the Pittsburgh 
Pirates 2-1.
and 'tie Cha ago Cubs 
blanking the
Kansan Colts 5-0.
Banta Richardson-i tw
o-run doe,-
,r. the ninth inning
•e inflate' Jim' cosies en
'earner'to avercome a
ea A: tea tlienikenttera.
*ant 'ninth in a nee.
Hann, IS; Harmon Kt:inn
-ea and
Ear! Battey plus ZO
il0 V erSIII les
trine with the asses 
full were the
key blaws in Minnesot
a a victory
over Omega
'Die ni.d Sox capitalized On rium
e
ruin hy Dick Stuart a
nd Chuck
Fsrailarn a, wore five 
runt in WI.
arina :mane and deal 
the liven,
tant third straight 
defeat under
ran mar.ager Citick D
renen . .
DUI R TR ePPED
tainfart Ky More t
han
were lite trapped dun.
t trapping season by Iti•
pertinent of Fish and Wild
life It.
41,111",'”S arid released in co
unt.'
a 1. hate .a.iffacient food 
and ta ,
el' for a herd An addit
ional
' ton aere complet
ely aux K,
V. la's ot her alumni' receiving 
pa.
of 'heir refillirehleMS L. •
year 43 olii It lea were open to 
te
teinther is expected
. •.-assn this fall.
Read The Ledger's
Classifieds
American League
Pct.
617
578
567
566
531
522
403
404
381
GB
-
2
3
5
5
6',
7'.
14
Cocky Jim O'Toole Figures
To Win 20; Already Has 13
By United Press International
Cocky JIM O'Toole, who once wo
n
203 games without even botherin
g
to run. figures to do it again 
this
year without any sweat
The swaggering Cincinnati sout
h-
paw reeled off Ins 13th victory o
t
ehe season and his seventh
 in a
row Thursday night by b
eating
Philadelphia 11-1 to boost the Reds
within three and arid a halt ga
mes
of the National League 
lead
()Toole struck out six batte
rs
and gave up only five hies but
 de-
veloped blisters on hie penning
hand after eight innings and 
gave
way to Jim Owens in the nint
h.
Although his 19 wine tor the
Red, in 1961 represent his top o
ne-
-season total in the majors. Ota
ooie
won games for Nashville iii 
tne
southern Ansocianon chiring
 1966
and was rather proud of 
the ac-
complishmeut when he repor
ted to
Cincinnati the following sp
ring
One of his teammates prodd
ed
him about not doing any ru
nning
in spring training that year 
and
°Toole blithely replied:
-I've got news far you. 1 wo
n
3) at Nashville lent year w
ithout
running at all."
Majors' Biggest Winner
. O'Toole does some oocanonai
 run-
ning now but he certainly 
has
nothing to sweat about with a 11
-
,3 record that makes him t
he big-
gest winner In the majors so 
tar.
day-nigat
DOISIDEITE HUMS
the Pittsburgh Pirates 2-1 and the
Chicago Cube blanked the Houston
Colts 6-0 in the only other NL games
scheduled.
Southpaw Denny Lemaster 01 the
Braves held the Pirates to ftve nits
and then won his own game with
an eighth inning homer.
Brand Hits Homer
Rookie Ron Brand put Pitts-
burgh ahead with his Met major
league homer in the third inning
and Don Schwan nursed that 1-0
lead until a back cramp forced tam
out of action in the sixth. Ed:1w
Matthews tied the score in the same
frame by connecting for his ninth
homer off reliever Tommy Sint
Larry Jackson limited the Colts
to four has and posted his eighth
victory for the Cubs with the aid
of Billy Williams' ninth and 10th
homers.
In the American League, the tine
place New York Yankees ran the
ir
whining streak to seven games wa
n ,
a 5-4 win over Wastungton,
 tne
Minnesota Twins downed theC
hi-
cago White Sox 9-4. the Cleveland
Indians bounced the Baltimore
Orioles 11-8, and the Boston Rear
Sox dealt the Detroit Tigers un
it
10th straight defeat 8-3
He was the beneiniary o
f a
I three-run homer by John &
tweeds
:Thursday night and anoth
er 9010
homer by Bob Stunner
The Reda had only a 3-1 
lead
until the filth Inning whe
n Ed-
ward.' homer featured a live
-run
rally at the expense of Art
 Ma-
haffey. who muttered his ninth 
loss
in 12 decisions
The Milwaukee Braves defe
ated
Frankfort. Ky - More than
 40.-
000 winter-raised bobwhit
e chicks
have been delivered to co
operative
sporewnen clubs throughou
t the
state This Is approximately 
half of
the total quell Chun product
ion at
tlw Game Farm The 'summ
er"
chick deliveries will start 
sCillh.
"Winter chicks are produced
 In
heated quarters at the Game F
arm
and sent to clubs which have f
acil-
ities to raise them until they a
re
six weeks old At that time t
hese
early birds are released into th
e
fields where it is hoped they will
produce cotaes their that year. en.
HOG MARKET
SERVICE. June 21. 1063 Ke
ntucky
Purchase-Area hog market 
report
including 9 baying stations
Estimated receipts 326. Bar
rows
and gilts 75-90e lower US I. 2
 and
3 180-230 lbs 816 75-16 90 
Pew No.
1 180-tn0 its, 61690-17Z N
o 2 and
3 735-710 lb. 31525-16.26.
 No. 1, 2
and S 160-175 lbs 314 0
0-15 75_ No.
2 and 3 lows 400-600 lbs. $11 
76-12.30.
No. 1 and 2 250-400 lbs 31
250-1400
Quotes From The News
Be UNITED PRESS 
LNTERNATIONAL
NEW YORK - Dave Grot
e, National League publ
ic re-
lations director, chee ed 
by the New York Mets' 6
-2 win over
the Yankees in a be fit g
ame
-The victory was big 
t or the National 
League.
It could mean as much 
,000 additional admissio
ns for
the Mets this year."
- -
PITTSBURGH -- David J
. McDonald, president 
of the
United. Sit eelworkers union, praisin
g the method by which
a 21-month contract was 
reached with the steel 
industry:
"The understanding prove
s the worth of a new ide
a in
collective bargaining, the
 human relations commit
tee ap-
proach where management
 and labor can sit down
 without
restraint or rancor and reac
h agreement."
FRIDAY - - JUNE 21, 1963,
READ THE LEDGER'S CLASSIFIEDS
MURRAY LOAN CO.
506 W. Main St. Telephonc3 P
L 3-2621
"YOUR HOME-OWNED L
OAN CO."
- '5i' Ptiln net.
ARE YOU HAPPY WITH YOUR PRESENT
EARNIMS?
Our Men Earn $200.00 to $300.00 Per
 Week
You will be working with a well establis
hed firm and
building toward your future. If you
 think you can meet
the high standards, and if you are
 interested, call
442-5874, collect, in Paducah, Ky., an
y time Saturday,
June 22, for an interview in Murray.
MIAMI - Dr.Antonio Maceo, p
resident of the Cuban
Revolutionary Council, add
ressing exiles In the wake 
of an-
nouncements that comma
ndo landings had been m
ade on
their homeland:
"This is h time for all Cub
ans to unite for the libera
tion
of our country, which wil
l come If everything deve
lops ac-
cordite to plan,
Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER & TIMES FILE
Isaac Grogan, son of Mr 
and Mrs Melvin Alroga
n of
Hazel route two, escaped 
serious injury and possible 
death
last Saturday during the 
high wind, when he was r
un over
ry a culti-packer .
Six boys from Murray atte
nded Boys State at the Mill
ers-
!Virg Military Institute at 
Millersburg, Ky., this week.
The members of 
the First Methodist Chur
ch will hear
:heir new District Super
intendent, Rev, Walte
r Mischke, on
lunday night at 7:30.
The deadline for filing 
for a county office passed W
ed-
lesday at midnight, and 
a full compliment of 
candidate'-
will fill the ballot for t
he primary on August I
.
How to keep
V:EJding 13ells
ringing
happily!
OPLE S/BANK
II UR R AY KY.
'PEN A
JOINT
MI*
ALGOUNTI
Murray Lumber Co. Inc.
OLDEST AND LARGEST LUMBER
 CO. IN MURRAY
EVERY FOOT A SQUARE DEAL
104 East Maple St. Tel. 753-3
161
'60 BUICK
Double Par., Air
'60 PONTIAC
Catalina, Dbl. Pa r.
'60 FORD
Falcon 4-Door
'59 FORD
Stat.  Wagon
'59 FORD
I-Door Sedan
They Won't
Last Long
58 FORD
4-1)41or 6-Cylinder
57 FORD
2-Dr., Stan. Trans.
56 OLDS 4-Door
'55 PONTIAC (2)
4-Doors
'54 FORD Victoria
'53 PLYMOUTH
4-Door ,
'47 DES9TO 4-Dr.
* '54 FORD PICK-UP TRUCK
Six cylinder with cattle rack. Sh
e's btack as a
crow and slick as a whistle!
See A. C. Sanders, Wells Pardon'
, Jr., or Bennie Ackson
SANDERS-PURDOM
MOTOR SALES
I t l'hone 753-5315
Murray High School Field
Monday, June 24th, 8:00 p.m.
Sponsored by
Murray Baseball Association
HOLLYWOOD'S TRAINED ANIMALS
ombined with
_100 TM%)
7;1.9/;yeorriinvina/ , 7
/VARIETY SHOW 
5A441" SM,W A.5 r A/
 CW
ED SU LL IVAN'S TV SI-4
0W
A STAR STUDDED PROGRAM
It liii PLENT1' OU FUN
Music By
KENTUCKY VALLEY BOYS
•
•
IEDS
1 ,
ENT
!tek
inn and
all Meet
ted, Call
laturday,
Inc.
MURRAY
EAL
.61
on't
ong
tt
,ylinder
Trans.
I-Door
4C (2)
Victoria
3UTH
-0 4-Dr.
bfack as a
Field
p.m.
Lion
IMAI.S
aRAM
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FARM BURIAith
Case Against Cigarettes Still
Unproven
By .I. E. 'Stanford
Although attacked for the last
several years by various groups as
the cause of lung cancer, the
cigarette is still holding its ground After hav
ing seen some 3,000 cases
and remains unconvicted. Some of lung 
cancer as chief of the Pul-
highly interesting+ and important monary Dis
ease Division of the Long
statements have been made recently Beach 
,California i Veterans Ad-
by scientists and others who are in ministration Ho
spital, Dr. Hyde said
a position to speak with conviction the cause 
of lung cancer may turn
on this much-debated issue. . out to be a
 combination of factors,
Dr. Leroy Hyde. a University of , perhaps 
involving smog, genetic
C..lifornia. Los Angeles, clinical me- predispotiitain.
 a virus, psychological
• "A PRODUCTION
CREDIT LOAN
is GOOD
FARM
BUSINESS."
•
Finance this
easy, low-cost way—for
TODAY'S FARMING NEEDS
Its Just Good "Huss-Sense" to Borrow
 Where Folks
Are Interested in You and Your Farm Fi
nancing Needs
HERE'S WI-Cf•
• PRODUCTION CREDIT proyides loons 
for all needs to help
you form more profitably.
• you borrow on a planned and sound 
repayment plan
that you con afford -and you pay o
nly SIMPLE INTEREST
on the daily outstanding balance.
• PRODUCTION CREDR LOANS become a 
useful service
planning your FARM BUSINESS-specific
ally tailored foe
your needs
Let PCA show you how to SAVE on 
form loans- loans mad*
folks who know form business and
 a lormer's needs.
Always See Your PCA FIRSTf
Always See Your PCA FIRST!
Jackson Purchase
Production Credit Assin.
307 N. 4th Murray PLaza 
3-5602
theme professor, told a recent meet-
ing of the Tuberculosis and Health
Association of California that "the
smoking question is not as open-
and-shut a ease as many people say
I-ean nut arguing in favor of smok-
ing .- - I don't smoke myself but
this ii, a case of mass hysteria 'slier!
the medical profession is being uti-
lized by people who have an emo-
tional involvement in the problem
It is unscientific."
Dr. Hyde emphasized that it was
his belief that the casual i cause and orientation, body type, and other ,
effect i relationship of smoking toli agents that appear now only to bel
human cancer "is certainly unprov-
i
straws in the wind.
In line with Dr. Ityde's statement,
a report of Dr. Joseph Berkson, Ma-
yo Clinic biostatistician, makes thel
following statements, among several
others: the death rate is higher
than average among painters, roof-
era. carpenters, tinsmiths and elect-
ricians. suggesting the possibility of
industrial possibilites: nowhere has
it been shown that the heavy smok-
eir is stricken with cancer earlier
than the light smoker or non-smok-
er; the U. S. Public Health service
says there has teen a decline in the
rate of incriaae of lung cancer
deaths for all groups, although there
has been an annual increase in
smoking.
Needless to say, Farm Bureau is
deeply interested in finding the
truth about the dread disease of
lung cancer and in lending all as-
sistance possible in wiping it out.
But the organization is opposed to
makuag cigarettes the -goat" with
the skimpy evidence at hand.
Green Creek
News
-- -
Well weather wise, we are doing
alright. We had a nice rain and it
has warmed up some but we built a
fire Sunday. I didn't think we would
have to have any more but us old
people got cold.
Most farmers finished setting to-
bacco but some were scarce of
plants.
Mr. and Mrs Aubry Adams and
his sister, Mr. Ruby Manning, visit-
ed the Huston Millers Saturday
evening June 8.
Betty Bucy is home from the
hospital but in the bed most of the
time.
Helen Hill, Mary Like and Mrs.
Roy White visited their sister. Mrs.
Ellen Hodges, one afternoon last
week.
Dee St. John hasent been so well
for the past few weeks but was
thought to be some better Sunday.
There are so many accidents it is
allmost dangerous to leave the house.
ASK SOUTH TO BLOCK KENNEDY-Addreasilig 
a rally of
about 1,000 persons at a 125.a-plate dinner I
n Jackson,
Mins., staunch segregationists Ross Barnett (left
), governor
of Mississippi, and George Wallace, governor
 of Alabama,
call on the South for a movement to block 
the re-election
of President Kennedy next ycar.
Protect
tobacco quality; stop
insect damage to leaves!
rndrin is thc dependable way to protect
tobacco leaves from hornworms, tobacco flea
beetles, tobacco bud worms, grasshoppers,
cutworms, loopers, and many other insects.
Endrin gives both high initial kill and
lasting action. It's economical, easy to use,
and pays for itself many times over by •
protecting leaf quality. See your dealer
today for Endrin.
410a Velsicol 
Chemical Corporation
330 East Grand Ave., Chicago 11, Illinois
Kill tobacco insects
with Endrin!
Our sympathy goes to the Guthery this 
simmer for her to finish col-
family and also the Hills. lege.
Congratulations to the Jimmie Mrs. 
'Ellen Hodges visited Mrs.
Thosnpsons and the Berretta. We Pauli
ne Bucy and Betty Tuesday
wish them lots of happiness. ! morni
ng.
Mr Charley Culp, Paul Blalock.'
Mrs. Ellen Hodges, Mrs. Lela Gulp 
RAINBOW TROUT
and R L. Cooper visited the Huston, Frankf
ort, Ky. - Favorable
Millers last night. r strea
ms of Kentucky received 22,000
Mr and Mrs. Paul Blalock's additional ra
inbow trout in the past
daughter Gwynn were week end
guest
Paula Hill and her family are
home Bubba is Just getting out of
the Army.
Rabie is keeping GwynnIs baby
KATHY GRADUATES -Singer
Bing Crosby's wife, Kathryn,
entere St. Viblana's Cathe-
dral for Queen of Angela
School of Nursing In Los
Angeles for graduation exer-
cises. She was one of a
class of 34.
TOURISTS-Former Vice President Ric
hard M. Nixon, his
wife and their daughters, Julio and Patricia, who are on •
vacation tour of Europe, take in the sights In Sintra
 Portu-
gaL Later they flew to Spain. where Nixon had a 
private
talk with Generalissimo Franco In Barcelona.
few weeks, the Department of Fish
and Wildlife Resources has an-
nounced Further stockings are plan-
ned for July and September.
FROG GIGGING
Frankfort, Ky., - Kentucky's
frog gigging season opens at 12:01
A.M. on May 15 with a limit of 15
frogs for a 24-hour period, running I
from noon to noon. Either a fish-
ing or hunting license is required.
If a rifle or bow and arrow is used
the hunting license is required. By
other methods a fishing license is a
requisite.
MURRAY Driveiln The.
Open  6:30 * Start  
Dusk
3 BIG-
* No.
* 140.
* No.
ENDING SATURDAY
WESTERNS!!!
I "IN' DAY/FURY"
2 IBACKLAS4-I"
3 "6 BLACK HORSES"
SUNDAY * M
ONDAY * TUES
DAY
Bigger Than Us All!!
TOLD WITH VOLCANIC
 POWER AND 
PASSIC,
ROCK HUDSON
t; BURL IVES
GE NA ROWLANDS
Oak\ Vie
Pal%
foam.. COLOR
Iii GEOFFREY KEEN A Unmasai 
Pew.
You Can Save On Gas Heat Too
SUMMERTIME . . .
Is the time to install your heating 
sys-
tem and the installation of a Nat
ural
Gas Heating Unit is no exception.
WE PROPOSE TO GIVE YOU A
Cash Bonus
IF YOU INSTALL ,NATUR.AL GAS
HEATING BY JULY 31 ! !
_ • _
en your Gas Heat is installed, stop
ITurray Natural Gas and
Pick Up Your Bonus!
Gas Heat and Appliance Bonus Good Until July 31
THIS IS NO GIMMICK! What the Murray Natural Gas Syst
em actually is doing
is to reward you for, installing gas appliances and gas heati
ng equipment. You take
care of the purchase of what ever you are going to buy, on wh
atever terms you find
necessary, then have it installed. When equipment is proper
ly installed, during peri-
od specified, then ALL YOU DO IS COME BY MURRAY N
ATURAL GAS SYS-
TEM AND PICK UP YOUR BONUS FOR USING GAS! 
You get this money, this
bonus, in COLD CASH!
GOOD
NEWS!
The Murray Natural
Gas System is
Doing It Again!
Heating And
Appliance
Cash Bonus
THROUGH JULY 31st
That's Right Folks . . .
The Pressure Was On To Repeat This Great 
Offer
Our Cash Bonus Offer On Gas Heatinc
& Appliances Is Good Thru July
In A Nut Shell. . .
You get a Bonus for installing Gas Heating Equip-
ment or Appliances between Now and July 31!
Just install any Gas Ap-
pliance in your home
and we give you a cash
bonus for doing so!
ACT NOW
and
SAVE!!
GAS APPLIANCE BONUS
Gas Water Heater '25.00
Gas Range, built-in 25.00
Gas Range, upright 15.00
Gas Clothes Dryer 15.00
Gas Refrigerator 20.00
Gas Incinerator 15.00
Gas Light 5.00
Includes All Replacement Equipment
HEATING BONUS
YOUR CASH BONUS, FOR INSTALLING ANY OF THE
CENTRAL New or Converted — — •-• — —
FLOOR FURNACE or
CEILING FURNACE
HEATING STOVE
HEATING STOVE
BATH HEATER or Log
Wall
or
Over
Furnaev
Unit Heater
40,000 RTC
Under 40,000 BTU
FOLLOWING
- '25"
$2500
$ 500
'10"
$ 50C
*includes all replacement equipment
4
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To Be Married June 23rd
4
MISS GAIL BRANDON
Mr and Mrs 13 Brandon of Al
mo Route One announce the engage-
ment and approactung rrarnage o
f their daughter. Gall. to Dale Dix, eon
of Mr and Mrs Hugh P Dix of 
Murray Route Two.
Both Miss Brandon and Mr 
Dix Are graduates of Calloway County
High School
The wedding sal be solenunzed on
 Saraley. June 23, at three o'clock in
the ate:T.00a at the Popltu Spran
g Baptist Church alth Rev Jack Junes
officiating
No formal trivttationa are being
 sent but all friends and relatives are m-
elted to attend.
Miss Millie Higgins Simmons' Home Is
Becomes Bride Of Scene Qf Meeting
Danny Thompson
hostess on Friday moraine to mem-
Miss Mahe Higgins. daughter latuarrisotaGraoe Wyatt Circle of Pres-
Mr and Mrs Grant Higgins of Mar- byterian 6hurch Wartliin
ray became the bride of Denny, m
r.a. Aured Linase,, chairman of
Thompsoes son of Mrs Peary the group preaded rem the bus-
Thompson of Paducah and Edward u
,..eas :neetir4 Lan .,r,atuceti Mrs
Thomason 01 chicage: Ill on June John Gregory who presented the
4 at 6 pm i tithe West Fork Baptist program an the Youth Target as
Church at Murray it relate% to the Juvenile Courts
The Res R J Burpoe performed Grou
p cii.,,cumion fohoaed
the cicaLble'r'ng Ceremony Arrange- Announcemen
t was made of Wo-
men', of a bite gladioli and palms men's Awriation meetings on June
were placed on either side of the 17 at the home of Mrs land.sey. and
altar and taPers 
burning iiicalnel" of the July Oriental Luncheon.
abra alurrunea the setting The hostess served coffee and
The bnae wore a street-length rolls.
'sodding gown of a bite satin over • • •
laid sath chiffoei and carried a PERSONALS
bouquet of white pompon clarysan-
themurne tied with white satin rib-
bon streamers
The maid to honor. Miss Jennifer
Ram was attired in a shell pink
eyelet dress alai a matctung head-
piece Her corsage aas of elute
carnations
Jerry Travis attended the groom
as best man.
Mrs Higgins. the mother of the
bride. those a beige dress Pinned
at her shoulder was a corsage of
white carnations. -
The groom's mother. Mrs Thornp-
Mr and Mrs. Leon Cooper and
daughter, Jean. grid Miss Gad Pur-
ches have returned Mime alter a
vacation at Daytona Beach, Ha.
Kitchen Shower For
Miss Ellis Held
At The Crass Home
Mrs Maurice Cra.s.s. Jr., and 
Mrs
Bennie Simmons complime
nted
Miss %atm Lermonde Ellis. b
ride-
elect of Lt Johnny Daruel 
Parker,
with a. kitchen shower at the 
Crass
home at 501 Beale Street on 
Thurs-
day. June 13. at eight o'clock in 
the
evening
A special corsage of a 
kitchen
gadget eith red C28/4)84.10118 %as 
pre-
sented to Miss Ellis who chose 
to
wear a white shirtwaist areas wi
th
black embroidery Ulm and 
black
accessories.
The honoree's mother. Mrs. M
a-
ra& C. Ellis, wore a beige s
hantung
dreg with gold Accessories and t
he
ereoln-elect's mother. Mrs. Jo
hnny
D Parker. was attired in a red 
linen
sheath with a bite accessories. The
m
gift corsages was like that of 
the
honoree.
Refreshments of fruite punch.
saadwiches, and cookies were serv-
ed from the table overlaid With a
white lace cloth and centered with
an arrangement of yellow gladio
li.
Attending or sending gifts were
Misses Sara Hughes, Mary Anna
Wallace, Ann Dunn, Ann Wrather,
Waynette Doran. Tina Sprunger,
Cecelia Wallace. and Nell Pugh:
Mesdames Codie Caldwell. John
Paseo. Nall. H. L. Oakley,
A IL lltsworth. Nat Ryan Hughes,
the honoree, the mothers, and the
hostesses.
• • •
Miss Linda Marine
Honors Miss pftle
With A Shoteer
Miss Linda Marine. assisted by
her mother. Mrs Merritt Marine,
entertained with a miscellaneous
shoe er in honor of Miss Patricia Jo
Beale, bride-elect at Alvie Neal Sel-
lars. Si their home at 505 Whitnell
on Wednesday. June 12. at four
o'clock in the afternoon.
The honoree, who a as dressed in
a Persian melon sheath dress :fah
black accessories and a hostesses'
Mrs. A. W bimmons. Jr. was 
gift corsage of white carnations,
opened her many gifts with scissors
decorated with a white satin bow
The gifts were elteplasera on Oast
table centered with en arrangement
of pink roses and baby breath top-
ped eith a large saver wedding ring.
Summer flowers were used at van-
tin' points throughout the house.
As a special momenta for MISS
Beale, each guest signed a linen tea
towel as she arrived
The hostesses served a party plate
to each one. The Invited guests were
Misses Ann Kay Sanders, Beverly
Laasiter. Gayle Houston, Ann Wra-
ther, Mary Frank Holcomb, Mary
Leslie D's In. Carol Quertermous,
Brenda Banth, Barthel& Wrather,
Edwina Cart Janice Cheery. Mary
Anna Wallace, Sandra Fair. and
Bally Sprunger: Meadarne.s Vernok
Shaw Stubblefield :Woody Herndon7,1
Bob Mason. and Frank Rickman.
• • •
Mrs Frank Gerrie:: and sons.
Mark David and Crest. of Athens.
N Y are spending two erects with Mrs. llelas Linn
her parents. Mr. and ,;Mrs Suet 
I
,Hostess For ArtsJet.. And Crafts Club
with white accessorita and Corsage. The Artx and Crafts Club met in
Following the ceremony the couple the home of Mrs. Melai - Linn on
wa% entertained with a reception
he'd at the home of the 
south 14th
 street on Wednesday.
son, e ore a navy blue Ore,. ai,d hat paternal gr
andmother
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, June 12. at two-thirty o'clock in
the afternoon
, Mrs George Gatlin, president,
presided and officers elected were
Mr a Gatlin. president: Mrs Gatlin
Camton. vice-president. Mrs May-
in' Randolph. secretary-treasurer;
Mr. :Weiss Linn, reporter,
naladed In the display of crafts
were levees pieces of household hn-
era from Miss Cynthia Jetton's re-
cent bridal showers. She Ls the
wrandlauchter of Mrs Lois Miller,
a club member Other Items display.
ed were hand hooked rugs. hand
I sem on afghans, and attractively de-
corated handmade aprons and
handkerchiefs
Reareahiagnts were served to the
enttWen members and one guest. Mrs.
Fanrae Williams of Mayfield. by
Mire 'Linn who was waisted by her
daughter. Mrs. M. T. Tarry, and
her granddaughter, Miss Rebecca
Jane Tarry.
The next club meetina a al be
held :n September. .
Waldrop-Nix Vows Read
MRS. DAN L. NIX
1/183 Nancy Ann Waldrop a
nci
Dan L. Nix were married 
datur- ,
day, June 15. at se‘en o cl4x
1 Ui
the evening at tne WoocUaw
n Cum-
berland Preso,,tertau Church 
Pa- ,
ducah. The Has. Paul Belt 
Miami- .
ed at Inc clouoie-ring t
ereinotas
The untie is the dau
gnier oi
Mr. and Mrs Vodie Wa
ldrop Pu-
ducah The gnome parents
 are Mr
and Mrs. J L. Nix Mu
rray.
The candlelight cerem
ony was ,
perlormed in a setting 01 
pallnsa
and basaets of gamma 
Gazuselnia
graced tile altar which was 
(Mount-
ed with greenery and 
satut moon
The tamuy pews were 
marked will.
white satin bows.
Nuptial music was pres
ented te.
afra Pat Cheetnut, 
organist, with
Oecar Lualsey, soloist.
The bride was given in 
mar-
riage by tier lather. bile 
C.Anlbe
enapelaengm gavial of alit 
U1118112.4 ;
over miles& designed U
 itomanc,
sriasis. 'me gown. made with a
 I
princeas-line panel cluan th
e trona
leatured butane pleats at u
se
tine tnat came tu a 
Oustia in tia
back, with a self material 
bow. "lne
Sabrina neciaine was 
iaviana em-
oroidered with cords ov
er Aienoun
lace accented with tiny 
seed pearls
She iong fitted sleeve
s buttoned
at the wrist with sel
l-covered Out-
tons hid terminated in 
cams aily
points. The pang nitres was
 of suit
organza petals outlined 
anti seed
pears and upalescenta ant
i Wii.s earn
loser the forehead To It 
was caught
the draped fingterup vei
l ol trench
illusion. The bride carried
 a cas-
cade bouquet of white 
carnations
with a white mania in the
 ceeter,
with streamers and traditional 
.ove
knots.
.'4ss Molly Wilson was the
 maid
of _honor. Bridesmaids were 
Mrs.
Suet nne Sprehe. slitter of 
tne
groom, from Edinburg. 111, 
and
Mrs. Linda Des is, cousin of
 ate
bride Junior bridesmaid n
a-s Masi
Dulcie Waldrop. sister of the 
tincle.
They wore 'shush aqua chnlon
 taf-
feta. apron skirted balleraia area
s-
es with matching hats and s
hoes.
They carried sarcjide bouquet
s of
white carnations with aqua net an
d
ribbon.
Misses Mary kuith Watwood and
Jean' Nelson. cousins of the Veldt,
were flower girls. 'they wore green
-
ish aqua cotton dresses Ann silk
organza overskirts Their hats wee,
white accented with aqua roses and
they carried white lace baskets.
Pinned at their shoulders were vaute
carnation cersages.
Tontrny Wells of Murray attended
the groom as best man. tirooms
-
nick were Ted Billington of Mur-
ray and Charles Walseon of elk
Lou's. Mo Junior' groomsman was
Sammie Collins, roman ot the gaern.
Ushers were Don Collins of Mur-
ray and Dan Reeeor of, Hanel Part,
Mich Paturbearer a-as Eddie Harri
s.
Anita Gholson, college roommate
of the bride, Sara Fowler and
Janice Miller. 'cousin of the bride,
serving.
For an unannounced wedding !
trip. Mrs. Nix wore a brown silk i
and cotton dress with white acces-
sories. tanned at her shoulder was
a white orchid taken from her bou-
quet The couple will reside at 241g
Butler, Paducah.
A rehearsal dinner a-as given by
groom's parents Friday nignt.
Jmie 14 at Clymer's Restaurant.
see.
Mrs. 4. .1/. flarvill
Hostess For Aleet
Members of Dorothy Moore Circle
of College Presbyterian Church Wo-
men held their June meeting at
the home of Mrs. A M. lierval in
Hazel.
The first portion of the meeting
was held out-of-doors arid included
a nature study contest and a group
participation program on Nature
themes.
, Mrs Walter Baker. vice chairman
of the group, presided Over the
business portion of the meet ins
This was followed by devotions bas-
ed on the Psalms of Nature led b..
Mrs. Edwin Larson
The hostess served iced drinks and
varicolored sherbets with mints.
Mrs Wanda Stephens kept Me
regkster.
airs Waldrop. mother of the
bride, wore a blue suit organza
sheath dress designed by D Berry
Orunnals with matching blue ad-
cessor.es Mrs. Nlx, mother of the
groom, wore a pink lace sheath
dress with white accessories. Pinned
at their shoulders were two white
cyrnbabtan orchids.
A reception was held in the base-
ment a the church with Misses
RANK'S
4.
A •
4e*
DANCING
Tuesday- thru Saturday
8 till 12
No Cover Charge
Ladles Invited
"ENTERTAINMENT AS
. YOU LIKE IT"
featuring
DODIE DOWDY
Vocalist and Trumpeter
With
HIS HUNCH
JOE RANNANA and
"Mos* With A Peel"
• • •
Social C41,01Cisb
Monday. June 24
The Toastmistress Club will hold
its regular meeting in the Bank of
Murray Directors room at 7 341 p m
Mrs Lochie Hart sill concluot Inc
Itatallation of new officers.
• • • •
Tuesday. June 25
Master Masons Night will be held
by Murray Star Chapter No, 533
OES at the Masonic Hall at 6 30
p.m. A potluck supper will be serv-
ed.
Dear Abby . .
Face the Wedding Bells
Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: My husband a
nd 1
were divorced ten years ago.
 We
have both remarried. When we 
part-
ed. I got custody of our childr
en, a
boy and a girl I cansidered t
o Let
our son live with his father 
because
the boy was older, and his 
lather
could give lum more than 1 at 
Me
time. The complications: My e
on is
being married My daughter a
nd
were not invited to the weddin
g.
When I asked my son why, he
 said
it would cause too much of a 
line-
up in the seating arrsumetne
nts. My
ex-hustainda present wile is ve
ry
Jealous, and I think she had a l
ot
to do with all this. Many of m
y
friends will be at the wedding, and
will wonder why Cm not there. I
wouldn't want them to thine 1 re-
fused to attend my own sous wed-
ding. What should I do? I want to
see my son married.
HURT
DEAR HURT: Go to the wed-
ding. sit on the groom's aide and
enjoy a‘mother's privilege of see-
ing her son married. And hold
your head high and smile while
you're doing it.
and says, "Here. Honey, go 
buy
yourself something tur Mother
s
Day." needs to have her head ex
-
mined. She should have MY 
old
man. I have to buy a card for
 my-.
sell and beg bun to sign It.
 AsIc
Mrs. Wet Pillow U she'd li
ke a
slightly used husband who's 
real
good at keeping his nose wet.
WRUNG OUT
• • • •
CONFIDENTIAL TO LUCKY
LUCY: iLlivorlinOur business in-
stead of your husband and try to
make a real home for your family.
S...
For a personal, unpublished nas-
wered to your letter, write to Al3BY.
Box 3365, Beverly Hills, Celia
• • • .
DEAR ABBY: I ant is 26-year-old
man a ho recently spent ten gays
in the hospital. I took a liking to
a certain nurse, who led me to be-
lieve she was available Alter leav-
ing the hospital I sent her a dozen
roses in care of the hospital. On the
card I asked if I could see her To
my surprise, the roses were return-
ed to my home during the night
by an orderly, who claimed he was
"going steady" with her. There was
a nasty note from him attached to
the rases. It was found by my par-
ents and I was deeply hurrulated
Should I pursue this nurse furthe
r
EMBARRAS2all.)
BEAR EMRARRAaSSED: Tele-
phone the nurse and ask her
point-blank if she Is interested in I
seeing :iou. The orderly might
have beep out of order.
• • • •
DEAR ABBY: You can tell Mr'
Wet Pillow far Inc that any warns
who cries herself to sleep becaus,
her husband hands her a &AU tau
ERSONALS
Mr and Mrs Tommy Machete
has been visiting ha. parents. Mr.
. and Mrs Walter Hutchens of Me-
ier Ave. They returned Wednes-
day morning to Ft Jackson S. C.
where Tommy is stationed.
• • • •
mrs. Cleo Rester and Mrs Gat-
1M Clopton will spend a iew aa
ys
in Lexington. Mrs Clopton s daugh
-
fer. is visiting here and they will
• return together.
• • •
Read the Ledger's
Classifieds
Cora Graves Circle
Has Regular Meet
Cora Craves Circle of C
ollege
Preebyterian Women were e
nter-
tained in the tome of Mrs. Ma
rna!
Simmons Wecinesda.y evening wi
th
Mrs. Charles Oben serving as ho
s-
tess.
Mrs. Simons, chairman of the
group presided over the brief bus-
iness meeting. Announcements of
Association activities for the sum-
mer were made. A picnic at the
home of Mrs. Edward Brunner V/88
planned for the July meeting of
the Circle.
The program, "Glimpses of Lear
America", was presented by Mrs.
Lawrence Tully who showed pic-
tures of her recent trip to Brazil
and displayed Jewelry and other
souvenirs.
I The hostesses served refreshments
at the close of the program to the
members and two guests, Miss Bea-
trice Frye and Mrs. E. R. Hagen.
• • •
BASS FRY
Frankfort. Ky., — Statewide des'
livery of bass fry for farm pond
stocking will begin next week with
more than 200,000 fish scheduled
for 1.900 applicants. Central Ken-
tucky counties will be first to re-
ceive the young bass.
Valentine•Prince Vows To Be Read
MISS JANNA VALENTINE
Mr and Mrs David 
Valentine of Puryear. Tenn announ
ce the en-
gagenient of their daugh
ter. Janne. to Kenneth Prince, s
on of M. and
Mrs Claude Prince of 
Camden. Tenn.
The bride-elect was 
graduated from Puryear High Sc
hool, Puryear,
Tenn She a employed at 
Clippard Instrument Company. 
Paris, Tenn. She
Is the granddaughter o
f Mr and Mrs J. H Hodges of 
Hazel.
eei prince was graduated from
 fatzgerald High School, Detroi
t, Mich.
He attend,c1 Bethel 
College, McKenzie, Term He Is 
employed at Aaeoclates
Finance, Paris, Te.tim.
PRE-HOLIDAY SPECIALS!
• SUMMER DRESSES
• SPORTSWEAR
Indludes Cotton Suits, Skirts,
Tops and Jackets, Slim Jims
HATS 1/2 OFF
THE CLEMMIE JORDAN SHOPPE
PARIS ROAD MAY FI
ELD, KENTUCKY 1 '
 1 1 I I 1 1 7
e.
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FRIDAY — JUNE 21, 1963
FOR SALE
NEW BRICK HOUSE, THREE bed-
rooms, ceramic tile bath, carpet in
living room. Dawn Heights teubdro-
awn. $11,250. Call 753-1616. tic
FRIGIDAIRE cook stove in first
ANOTHER
NEW HOME!
Under Construction
in the
COLLEGE
TERRACE
SUBDIVISION
Large beautiful lots for
sale. Any type home. A
wonderful location. Just
a block from college.
Call
Glindel J. Reaves
753-5111
IRE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY
class condition. Call 753-6211. J-‘21-1
1960 MODEL, Panel Delivery Volts-
sagen, excellent condition. Reeson
for selling we don't like it. Phone
753-3930. 6-21-C
2 BEDROOM FURNIStitia apart-
ment. Ideal for 4 college boys.
Phone 753-5108
OYftU8. POPLAR and oak turn-
, near Lake Stop Grocery, list
off highway 94. Miller Lumber Com-
pany. J-21-C
PARTS FOR ALL FIYI-TRIC slier -
os at Line)'s Jewelers.
CHAIN SAWS, HOMELITE AND
Mono. Mowers - Mono, Moto Mower.
New and used mowers. Mowers for
rent. Waldrop's Mower and Saw
Shop. Concord Road, phone 753-
6233. july20c
FIVE NEW RUN-ABOUT BOATS-
two 14' Lone Stars, three 16 run-
about,. Also I aluminum 12' Rich
Ling Car Top fishing boat See them
now at the Enix sporting and (lilt
Shop, Concord Road, Murray, Ken-
tucky. telephone 753-63111.
ExTrt.A NICE new three bedroom
brick horne in College Terrace Sub-
division. Call Glindel J. Reaves.
J
-
TWO THRFE-BEDROOM BRICKS
with built-in ranges. Real good buys
,TWO BEDROOM HOUSE ON 4
acres of land. 1 mile front Inc lake.
tholleofin Nithtitee Igo lost
ItDe T RDA43„ auto STIEPHEINIS  4: 0*
Has good well, and all modem n con-
veniences. This one Is priceelo sell.
REAL NICE THREE bedroorn brick
at Cherry Corner If you're interest-
ed in a nice place out of town,
you'll want this one. POUR BED-
ROOM BRICK THREE MILES
North of town on 10 acres of land.
Contact L. L Adams, Adams Tire
Recapping Co., Paris. Tenn. J-34-C
NICE THREE BEDROOM HOUSE
with electric heat, car port and
storage Only $12,000.
THREE BEDROOM FRAME House
nice location one mile tram town.
A real bargain. p. rn. Must be 18 years
Has a full basement, stock barn and
a storage house A real nice one. 
A DREAM HOME will have to 100 or em! One to a
HREE BEDROOM BRICK
see to believe stiea tor a beautician. -Talk About A Bargain"
T on
This home is complete with beauty
shop and facilities.
THREE BEDROOM HOUSE vnth
complete set of furniture, to bell or
trade. Located on Ryan Ave.
SMALL HOUSE with nice busman
lot in one of the better busman
sections.
TWO FARMS located on New 
cord Highway.
ONE FARM located near Ken Lake 1
Hotel.
NICE BUILDING LOT with sew-
age, water and gas on South eth
St.
GOOD FARM located near Kinessey.
WILSON InnURANCE te REAL
ESTATE AGENCY Dial 753-S263.
J-24-C
fOR RENT
North 6th. If you want a nice house
within walking distance to town,
this one will interest you Only
$12,000. Will trade for cheaper
house WE HAVE SEVERAL nice
two-bedroom frame houses that are
priced to go. One is on South 15th.
one on South 10th, another on
Story Avenue and several more.
ROBERTS REALTY, 505 Main
Street. phone 753-1651, Hoyt Rob-
erts 753-3924 or Ray Roberts 753-
5583. J-24-C
-
THREE BEDROOM garage apart-
ment. Will bell cheap, Owners leav-
ing town. See at 607 Broad Defend-
ed. J-24-C
A CIOING Automobile tire anti re-
capping business in Paris. Tenn., is
being offered for sale Business now
in its 34th year. but owner must
sell due to sickness In modern
brick corner location building.
Plenty parking area All recapping
equipment in good condition Dis-
tributer for General tires. Business
may be purchased on time payments.
rho ievet Pares.'
WHAT nes illeretierti
Kit Adam: I. it her life had been
Made tiivatio.a.ives Sire bud  
to irate tier iub and to regard tier
only suitor. Bob Drake. as dull.
Bo. in Iligat from both her Job and
Bob sire went into western moun-
tains to think out things for her-
lira, and sougbt to accomplish
something chalicnging tire climbing
of • peak as old rancher bad told
her boo never been explored.
• long way up the slope, an
earth tremor tossed tier against •
ledge ...tuanaiiiity and tote mans iier
means of esinpe from the ledge It
ohm ancoserel an opening to • rave
Whall Jae found on regaining coo-
p It.111111,63 Threading her way
through with • torch, She CAMe
upon an openvig Into • broad valley
by an tixtiewl volcano
sending to the salley via
vine*, ILO WY lanavilarie thrt ner
present, lied Mae observed by a
In an, priorit, fly garbed oho kept
at • diatom,. until ate arta vlaiked
t y • huge bear. The stranger res-
osed ner.
Be was Cliff Roberts, • mineralo-
gist who bred osalied Into the tot-
t p50 Several years tether
during all aerial survey for gold.
Inning Cliff's stay isi the crater, be
has dirruomed • few Indians-last
sots i yore it • lot.' isolated tribe.
One of them, a girl railed Chin-
Itra r. llllll iunicated with Kit is
gp,oish and led her Is • tree
bout. . . .
CHAPTER 13
IN._ THE weeks that followed
the face - slapping incident.
Kit Adams. determined to find
the way out of the crater, con-
centrated on preparing Chinese
for life in civilization.
She set article a part of each
day to explore the vines on the
crater walls, knowing that
eventually they would locate the
cave entrance.
One day a: they were bathing
In the Mkt, Kit looked at the
Indian gnfl where she stood
waist deep in the water eashing
her lovely, black hair 3he was
bending down. allowing it to
float in a glossy. pet fan in
front of her.
"1 couldn't be chiller to her if
she were my yi-inger sister,"
Kit thought. '1 simply must
talk to her ntreit
that man." She had put it off,
knowing it was her duty but
dreading the •ubjeCt.
"Chinitza, have you seen the
bird man lately ?” she finally
asked, trying to make the ques-
tion sound casual.
"No, Chinitza ton busy. We
have to hunt for Cave passage,
for 5tood. Too busy to see man."
Ihen you Moon': been to
his cave lately?" lift held her
breath.
China ra looked surprised.
"Chinitza never oven to cave,"
she geld emphaiSeelly, shaking
her head. -Orandsuther not lake
that."
"But you inks you lived with
the man--" Kit a as teinoughly
puzzled.
"Yea," the rt.! melded. "But
!ken not Snow Chinitea very
(islet in woOdS Han 'Weer hear
rims'. She palsied. "Only Ole
time," she adm tted. -That ti
we after same laser,"
Now Kit understood, end re
est rieoall over hets
"Let's cal( leate." Kit cried
'Let's nave a big feast and
esiebrate the end of a foolish
rnilitntk-Wde AIM g."
-Leta ',sten/etc!" Chlnitza
echa-Vtclising bnek her hair
i;Le had 'rot the slightest idea
...hat the v,-ord meant, but she
.s3 CI'do.vd to see Kit happy.
That night's meal was one to
remember. The girls recklessly
used all the finest of their
store of foods, and as Chinitza
left to go back to the ledge she
felt that a heavy burden had
been !kited from her shoulders
Her sensitive nature had been
aware that something had been
worrying her new friend.
• • • •
SELDOM did Kit hunt alone,but there came a time when
Wastes grew more feeble and
was unable to leave the ledge,
and on these days Chinas*
never left him and Kit was on
her own, a bit lonesome but
reveling In her new-found abil-
ity to stalk game, to identify
edible fruits and greens.
Kit had learned weeks ago
that the oval shape of the val-
ley was broken near the far
end, where the rock wall curved
briefly inward. If the day was
clear most of the crater was
visible from her tree nest ex-
cept the floor of the dense
woods and the end of the valley
that the Inn urving wall made
into a kind of hidden cove.
-That place taboo," Chinitza
had said, frowning, when Kit
had suggested they tea it.
"Tahoe for 1ndiar perhaps,"
Kit had thought. JJilst super-
stition.- And on o of the days
she was alone e decided to
explore that co
Her preparations were quite
simple. She sat on the floor of
her nest beside a small table
she had made out of sticks and
spread honey on some tortilla-
like cakes Chinitza had taught
her to make from flour ground
from wild cereal grasses.
She stowed the honey sand-
wiches and some chunks of deer
meat in a skin pouch, slung it
i her shoulder, picked up her
bw and quiver of arrows, and
chinned swiftly down to the
gremnd.
Before leaving the nest, Kit
had glanced again toward the
bluff of the cliff dwellers. The
white fur rug hung fluttering
in the slight breeze, draped over
the roof of one of the rock
houses, a signal from Chinaza
that she would not leave her
grandfather today.
-Wane° must be worse," kKit
thought, frowning. "Wish I
could help."
As soon an she learned of
WIIRS1Lig illness she had offered
to go to the ledge and eve with
Chinitza and her grandfather.
Kit had met the old man sev-
eral times on the trails. He
never spoke, but she liked him
on sight for his gentle smile and
preud bearing, and she felt a
desire to help care for him. But
Ch nitza initiated that Kit live
-he nest, lest Yucaipa dis-
cover her, an event they had
been able to prevent thus far by
a series of signals.
A red-dyed mat meant that
Yucaipa had left the ledge.
Until the mat was removed Kit
never left the nest. By this very
MerinS she had easily avoided
running into Yucaipa.
Most of this morning the mat
had hung out, but now it had
been removed, and Kit knew ft
was safe to leave. She felt it
her duty to provide for thio
strange family of hers.
As China.= devoted more and
more of her tune to her grand-
father, Ka became the hunter.
She had become very pron_tent
with the bow, and rare was the
day that passed without meat
in both the neat and cliff dwell-
ing.
Kit kept to the wooded trails,
always conscious of the evil
Yucaipa sitting on the ledge In
front of his house. Though the
cliff dwelling was not hi gh,
there was always the chance
that he might see her if she
crossed an open meadow.
She cifeted one such field,
walking along the edge in the
Shade of rnaSsive old trees.
Squirrels scolded this foolish
creature who would disturb
their rest. Some vicious-looking
wire-haired wild pigs rooted
lazily at the field's edge.
They turned toward her,
mean little eyes gleaming, aria
she glanced quickly around to
epee an eaay-to-elimb tree in
case their unpredictable dispee
Batons prompted them to at-
tack. But they were too lazy at
the moment and settled down
under a tree with a few warn-
ing gnints.
"We'll have pork ton i g ht,"
Kit thought- "I'll get one of
those on my way home."
She had been puzzled by the
presence of pigs of this type In
the crater valley. Somehow
deer, antelope, mountain lions,
bears, and all the others be-
longed and were understand-
ably creatures of the country,
but the pigs seemed out of
place. She was aware that there
were peccary pigs further south
in the state, but these were dif-
ferent. They looked more like
a bony miniature of hogs raised
for slaughter. All had been ex-
plained when she had asked
Chinitza about therm.
-My ancestors lived here In
valley many hundred years
ago," she said. -Brought in
pigs. Pigs go wild after people
leave. When great Chief need
hiding place he come back and
Use Valley. Then great rock fall
and cover entrance to valley
one time when only a few
people Mere. Those people
trapped."
"Probably the same entrance
I came through," Kit thought,
"bet how did the great reek get
moved agsnn ?" Her memory
had returned gradually. One
day see had suddenly remem-
bered 14ob Drake. She had done
so without any feeling at all,
knowing that If she end re-
matned in civilization she would
have married him or someone
like him, simply because it was
customary to marry and es-
tablish a home.
The one major event missing
from her memory was the
earthquake. But to unimportant
did It seem to know why she
had come into the valley that
She simply learned to shrug off
the things she coull not explain.
(To Be Continued Monday)
I Bussinoss Opportunitioi
"THE RAILROAD SALVAGE Store
is going to sell Salver Dollars tor
The each Mohr:lay, Tuesday. and
Wednesday niers from 6 te 8S.I0
or older.
customer
J-Z2-C
4
THE KNIT SHOP
Halley Kead•Murray *Ill clove June
*litih. kt.vovn Joh nth. Featuring im-
imrt.1 tarns. needlepoint algal... kite.
a.,..-sroro••, P1  53.1.4tio
FREE 1NSTRU('TIONS
AIR CONDITIONAD SLEEPING
room for two men. M. G. Richard-
son, 407 S. 8th Street. j22p
BUILDING ON INDUSTRIAL Road
with spur siding on back, 40" x 150".
Will rent all or part of building.
Ideal for storage or clean-up shop.
Immediate possession. L. D Miller,
Phone PL 3-5000 or PL 3-5995 alter
8 o'clock.
5 ROOM MODERN HOL/SE com-
pletely furnished, also 3 room mod-
ern noose completely furnished.
Nine miles northeast of Murray,
Phone 753-4581 J-Z2-C
FURNISHED 2-BEDROOM Trailer
near College Patton & ails Real-
tors. Phone 753-1738 J-24-C
HOUSE ONE BLOCK of Murray
High School. Possession July 1st.
Phone New Concord 436-3436 H. B.
Bailey Sr. J -'24-P
I WANTED 70 BUY j
BARLEY, RYE, WHEAT AND 0-a-ta
Farmers Goon di Seed Company
tie
LOST & FOUND
BROWN BILLFOLD LOST Please
return if found, identification in-
side Howard oucy. 1300 Main St
Murray, Ky. J -24-C
OMIMPell
NE I.P WANTED
MEN AND WOMEN for intorma-
non on an I. B. M. career see dis-
play ad elsewhere in this paper. '
J-ZI-C
PAGE P'IVE
gular $25000 now $76.00. Also a tent
that will sleep four.. Regular $95.00
Now $60.00. Also a large ship-
ment of baby items.. inside! . .1
Just go thru the door to the store '
 "Railroad Salvage". J-2:2-C
NORTHSIDE* BEAUTY SHOP in
Hazel is now open. Operated by Faye
Lassiter. Phone 492-3321_ J-24-C
NOTICE
HAVE YOU Selti the 12,660 gallon
swimming pool set up on The Rail-
road Salvage parking lot Re-
- -
Read Today's
Sports
CARD OF THANKS
To our many friends who were
so kin& and thoughtful during tne
extended einem. and passing from
learth to heaven, of our dear motner,
and grandmother, Mrs. Nannie
i ttoyd, our hearts go out in grati-tude. Also to the Murray Hospital
and staff, to the ones at Meadow
I View who administered so wonder-
fully to lar every .need. To tiro.
Oulpepper and Bro. Thacker tor
their words of comfort, to the re-
latives and neighbors for the !low-
ers, and abundant food, the pall-
DYING GIRL TRIES CANCER VACCINE-Diane Lindstrom, 18,
of Rockford. Ill., who knows she is dying of cancer, is in
Raymondville. Tex.. under the care of a medical nun-con-
formist who is treating the ballooning tumor on her right.
thigh. The doctor, Isaac Newton Frost, 82, is using a vac-
cute cancer treatment. The American Medical Associati
on
does not recognize him or his tssatment.
PEANUTSS
DAN FLAGG
IT VENT OFF LIKE
CLOCKWORk SAN- IF
SOU PARTICW Mt PUN.
17* STU el 091bliCrER.
'CHARLIE...71.r 1501 'V, give
I lotlf,503% ACalnPLISHEP. DE
NOW LET 5 GET rite .1*ATCH.
FILM VEVII....1cEV. OH-
HERE 5 sale woos.. /
efereelle
bearers, the choir, and the Max
IL Churcbill Funeral Home.
We cannot find words to express
our feelings So we can only say an
humble thank you, to God tor you,
and a* his continued blessing on
ttacti_iiiatLeverY QP4,
Her Children
and
Grandchildren l'IP
Wanted
Men and Women
For Career In '
IBM
Write, giving name and
phone No. for appitude
test. Must be able to get
along with other people.
Write Box 32-B
c/o Ledger & Times
FOR CORRECT
TIME and
TEMPERATURE
DAY OR NIGHT
DIAL 753-,6363
PEOPLES HANK
01
Murray, Ky.
by Charles M. Schub,—
by Don Sherwood
4;0AT/
NANCY
WOW--- IT'S
HOT TODAY
ABBIE AN' SLATS
 LLL
I JST
SAW
YOUR DOG
CHASING
A TRUCK
NO SOAP, DOC. THE MYSTERY
CALLER JUST SEEMED TO KNOW
WHEN I GOT UP- IT WAS DAY -
BREAK-ANDCALLED THEN.
Onsere
CuRN
CANNE
OH,
THAT
STUPID
I GOT AN EXTENSIOAi PUT INTO.
THE KITCHEN TODAY. I WANT'
YOU TO DO ME A FAVOR. STICK
AROUND UNTIL THE CALL
COMES THROUGH.
WHAT
DO YOU
MEAN
STUPID?
0'4
'VOL) PICK UP ON THE KITCHEN
EXTENSION AND SEE IF YOU RECOGNIZE
THE VOICE. IT COULD BE SOMEBODY
WE BOTH KNOW, O.K., POC
I P. O. - -AA 4.1•••
.• I 6.
 ea-14
•
by Ernie BushmUler
by RAeburn an Buren
I'LL BE GLAD
TO HELP, SLATS .1
LIL' ABNER
SLOESBOVIAN
SH TOON K
OISSOLUTELY NOTHINIK!! IT
LOOKS -ERR,I3-E_, ,T SMELLS
Ro • , ITGOTA KIAST  
DISPOSITION —AN' IT'S
„
'4
by Al Cap.
Ceeecases-e.
4
\ _
VI•It
•
-
PAOE SIX THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY
SOCIETY
- —4.1rs-;-June-Critler-
President .4t Meet
Of Eastern Star
Marrev Star chanter No 4$'3 Or-
of the Eastern Star held as re-
hr meeting at the Masonic Han
Taesday evening at seven-trurty
arlack •
ants Jane Crider. worth'. matron.
:and The chapter was opened
:e re naar tarrn and the usual
VMS conducted
Plans were completed tor Master
Maaor.s night June 25 with a pot-
lark .7)re,er at 6 30 o m followed
by entrertammert All Nissans and
waea are cordially invited to
attettd Eftch lady is emced to bring
a eavered dish
'Inane assantne at the Tuesday
^aeare were Mesdames Patricia
P-nas Anna Kuhn. Flelva Del Nell
''ins. Adelle Wilson. Nestle
at" op tient Stranajaa Dorothy
P.eme. Thelma McDougal. Hubv
nn!--.ferno. Connte Jones. Ganwae
C;-•irin and Frances Churchul:
Pner Kuhn and Albert Crider
•crIal hoar was held sith re-
freshments, hetne served by Mr
nrt M7-$ Crider
Snuth llurror Club
11,,ots liome of
llrs..Inhn Lovins
,Tea.Shower -Given
:It Moody Home
For .hiss Douglass
The Soeth Marray Hornemasers
C mat in The home of Mrs John
! eans 306 N frh Street. on Thurs.
-an June 13 at 1 30 o'clock in the
anoon with Mrs Lovms pre-
V -s Jewell Evans reed the sena-
• ae with prayer bv Mrs J H
• n'elaton Mrs Evans atso discussed
• hool Drapeats" and a easel:A-
a followed Facht members ans-
aered the roll call with a tourist
na-astion and two a:Jests were Mrs.
Carolyn Bobo and Mitirrt Uinna
Caaat
An evaluanar. sheet on ways of
e tinar.a the heimes wa. checked
Ana aanaal reparts were made by
•- era.,en Members were rem:raced
f :he County Fair and that nutra
• s, en: oe stressed in next years
anat.:an Any Intereetec person Is
.n.:Cd 70 beffellf. a 771eMIDP7 for the
lea-sans next year
at 7, Walt:. and Mrs Perry Ca-
the •••••,..1-•ct."Meals in
.t• • Th., •. 'r,-s-ec •nat ter.,
7.'..1 7,,uatlie and that is Melt
C Fhoule truak and pan.
ollead ter 0-mergence- meals or be-
.n; .r• ," have the necessar.
• .. - al A well arrarseu
Mi.. Peverly Ann Dotielass. June
Tani bride-elect of LOUIS Memael
Wells, was the honoree at a love-
nlanned tea-shower at the home of
Mrs. Gordo. Moody on Saturday.
June 15 from two,tturty to live
o'clock in the atternoon
The gracious hcatesses were Mes-
dames Moody. Maurice Christop-
her Dick Sykes. Milton Jones.
Gearee Fielder, Maurice Ryan. and
BM Barker
From her troinseau the honoree
chase to wear a dress 01 white or-
gandy fashioned with • three-
tiered skirt and blue embroidered
trim Her hostesses' gift corsage was
an washid
Reeewing the guests %oath the
honoree were her mother. Mrs.
Harold Douglas. who wore an anus
embroidened lienen dress and her
mother-m-law to be Mrs Lotus
Merl Welks of Central City. who
w•re a. pink eyelet frock Their
hi-'eases' gift corsages were ot wrote
caanantans
The tea table was overlaid 1111111
ages net over white satin with vet-
nabon bows and Centred with a
beeutlfal arrangement of white and
venow Free-viragoes with yellow Mies
and -flanked-by yellow tapers Milk
else: appointments were 'Used
Misses Patncia Beale, Sandra
Hamrick Mary Leslie Erwin. and
Vicki Crawford a.ssisted in the serv-
'me and entertaining
The. gifts were dtstalayed in the
bedrooms and arrangements of sum-
mer flowers were place at points
throughout the house
iOne-hundred and twenty tire per-
aorta called or sent gifts during the
afternoon.
kitchen. cleaning as vou go. and
letting the family help are some
tune savers
Mrs Dave Hopluns read the land-
cc-ape notes and refresnments were
served by .Mrs Levels Mrs Wan
nan and Mrs Cavitt
•• • • •
with a
low cost
WANT AD
TV CAMEOS: Eileen Fuhon
The Viewers Hate Her
By ED MISURELL
TELEVISION S :nap opera
addicts—hke fans of the New
Vara Meta—are a loyal breed.
Woe unto any ottsider who
lathers their sudsy aerials. He's
defarately on slippery grcauad
and ie for a fight.
Like any homogeneous group
or famay. hawsver, the-e view-
er: reserve the right to them-
selves to make caustic corn-
rner.ts atnat the characters in
•'soapers ' who have become
such an integral part of their
lives.
Perhaps :lc one is rr.ore aware
of this than a performer Iiice
Eileen Fultor, who plays Lisa
Hughes on CBS-TV "As the
World Turns," a five-times-
weekly half-hour pr gramwhich
reteney celebrated its seventh
anniversary on the air.
"From the mail I receive,"0
she smiled the other day. fol-
lowing a rehearsal in New
York, "I guess I'm the most
hated girl in daytime TV--may-
be in all of television. I ye been
on the show about four years
and have received hundreds of
letters complaining bitterly of
my actams because the script
writers have made Laa a 'tit-
ian troublesome wife.
• • *
'OTHERS on the show, like
Don liastar.gs. who plays my
TV husband. and people at the
network have rece.ved even Just an old mitonie—that's what Eileen Fulton is in the tele
more vituperative 
my behavior.' 
nctes about
of Usa Hughes on CIS-TV's soap opera, As the World Tums.
The tiny actress. who weighs 'clenched teeth, 'Lisa! User ;Eileen eventually landed roles
100 pound.; and is five feet, two and then three times in succes- on TV and In a number of off-
inches tall, reached into her sion used a phrase I'd rather Broadway productions. Current
bag and pulled out a letter, not repeat." 
-
ly she is appearing on Broad-
"Listen to this one that Don On another occasion when , way in the matinee versions of
received recently," she said. Eileen was standing on Fifth I"Who's Afraid of Virginia
" 
"This Is typical. Avenue another woman angrily Woolf 
'That TV wife, Elsa, is so asked her whether she wasn't -When the role of Lisa Hughes
l 
disgusting and makes the uptla. Lisa Hughe . '1 replied that I, in "As the World T " came
est faces when she der, t yet played the tu,-t on TV," said along about four yeirs ago,
her own way. I'm getaag salt, Eileen, " e woman then Eileen auditioned along ,with a
qealting at her whet- sae can- yelled, 'I'd 1 e, to punch you in I nurnber of other hopefuls and
guars everybody. Please +int the raptc:a a gotta away." wen the running part. "It has
continue to louse up one af ray , Eileen, far all her nastiness Its advantages and disadvan-
favorite programs. Get oe-ah it. on "As the World Turns," is Lateen" she explained. "It DI a
and tame Lisa down. I k..aw from a very circumspect back- good training ground for art
'his is just a show, but Lna ground. She is from Concord, actress-1f you don't get sloppy.
Inns it.'" N. C., v.there'her father Is a Playing the same character all
Not all of Eileen's canta‘ts aisthadist minister and her the time could lead to that, no
with her "tans,' however, are nit her a schoolteacher. Fol- you have to keep on your toes.
by mail. "I was w.,Ilting along ',awing her graduation in 1956 However, the pay is good and
he stireet the other day when frani rellege, where she ma- steady. I'm still under contract
• caulght the eye of a well- a.ret In nr isle and voice, she for another year and as long
'taresaed woman appreaa tang me. 17,:‘• ¶ New Yen( ana studied as not,ady punches me in the
"Do try utter surprise asi he rase ,• fr tan yearn lanas I il consider myself
passed me she said between After—a - few modeling jobs, of the game."
Distributed by inag.Features bawdiest*
Special Service
, at
For Mrs. I alentine
The Woodmen Curie Orme nab
of Murray marked the passing of
one of its meet faithful members
Mrs Lila Valentine, by draping the
charter of the grove at its June
meeting Thursday evening at tne
Murray Woman's Club House
Mrs Goldia Curd. past state man-
ager presided during the solemn
ceremony Mrs B. Wall
attendant, and Mrs. Lavoie Wyatt,
assistant attendant. led the line of
march and carried :he emblems of
sorrow for the draping of the chart-
er Mrs Mina Robertson, musiciar.
and other grove officers and team
members as-slated with the Me-
morial •
Mrs Valentine had been a de-
voted member of the Woodmen Cir-
cle fer Over .25 years and had par-
ticipated In its various activities.
local, district and state, never miss-
ing a session except in case ot sick-
ness.
• AtIthe time of her death, she waa
vice pirelsident of the Service Club.
was an officer in the local grove,
and had filled an office at the re-
I cent 1963 State Convention No
member will be missed more than
Mrs Valentine.
The regular d:nner meeting was
held precedine the Memorial %an
the grove president Mrs Loretta
Jobs, presiding Invocation was by
Mrs Lavola Wyatt
Special entertainment for the din-
ner was furnished by Misses Vicki
DeName and Susie Banister, Wood-
men Circle junior members from
Cadiz "Me Too." the clever dra-
matic mance; number, presentee
by the talented young pertormers.
WaS a bet brother and little sister
act done in colorful costumes
Other special guests from Cadiz
were Mrs Frances DeName. past
state prestden: of the Woodmen
Circle and past national represent-
ative: Mrs Mina Thomas, tinanclai
secretary of Cadiz Grove 125: An-
thony and Cindy DeName. and Jane
Anderson Other Woodmen Circle
juniors attending were Janet Henry
from Arkansas. who is visiting her
crandpareets Mr and Mrs. Clif-
ford Melugin. and Linda Boyd.
Murray
June meeting of the Sernce Clun
AVID be with Mrs Oneida Boyd at
her lovely home on Sharp street
Thursday evening June 27
She Loves It
 "MI
Cardinal . . . Seven • • •
t'ontinued From Page iContinued From Page 11 •
Held .4t .ileeiing and tribulations of the papacy of- , district slid the county government
i 
fered him by vote of the 80 cardinals itself.
Of E-astern Star in the 
conclave. Cardinal Montini The survey shows that the num-
became the supreme -head of the tTe7 Errhese public agencieslocalTy7,
church, in terms of population, is above that
Takes New Titles in most communities. There is one
At that instant he became. in the such agency for every 2,996 local
eyes of the church. "The Vicar of residents. •
Jesus Christ, egfcessor of the Prince This compares with one for every
3973 people in the East South Cen-
tral Slates as a whole and one per
3.484 throughout the State of Ken-
"Nak)tionally. according to the re-
port, there were 91,185 local gov-
ernments in operation at the be-
ginning of 1962. They had the au-
thority to levy taxes or spend public
funds or issue regulations or other-
else govern and provide for their
areas.
in tills total were 34.678Included
school districts. This is nearly 30
percent less than there were in 1957,
mainly the results of widespread ef-
forts to reorganize and consolidate
school systems.
A comparison of the number of
government units in the United
States in 1962 with the number tal-
lied in 1957 reveals an 11 percent
anuction in the period.
In Calloway County. there were 7
1957. the ssme number as is
currently recorded.
of the Apostles, Patriarch of the
West and Primate of Italy, Arch-
be-hop and Metropolitan of the
Province of Rome and sovereign of
the state of Vatican City."
The world first knew that Ca-
tholicism had a new Pope when
a billow of white 'smoke gushed
forth from me long, thin chimney
atop the Sistine Chapel at 11:20
am 620 am, EDT.
The Vatican Radio, presumably
informed by a newly installed elec-
tric light signal system between
the chapel and its studios, confirm-
ed the visible smoke signal with an
()Metal announcement a few min-
utes later
A crowd which swelled to 70.000
and more gathered in St. Peter's,
Square and responded to the news
with wild cheers. applause and joy-
ful laughter
Appeared on Balcony
Within an hour, after the new
Pope received the obeisance of the
cardinals and was garbed in the
robes of his high office. Fie ap-
peared in gleaming white on the
balcony outside the papa/ apart-
ments overlooking St Peter's
Square to make his first appearance.
Up to that point, the world knew
there was a new Pope. but did not
know ALS name until Alfredo Car-
dinal Ottaviani, senior cardinal
deacon, preceded him to the cen-
tral balcony of St Peter's Basilica to
proclaim to the throng below in
Latin:
"I announce to you tiding of great
joy, we have a Pope. the Most
Eminent and Reverent Lord Giov-
anni Etattista. cardinal of the Ro-
man ,Catholic Church Montina who
amounted the name of Paul VI."
The vast crowd roareta back with
emotional cries of "Invite Papa" —
"Long lave the Pope."
But when Pope Paul VI appeared.
a great hush settled over the crowd
and there was a sudden and dra-
matic silence. Most fell to their
knees as the Pope intoned his first
blessing "Ad urbi et orbi" — To
the city of Rome and to the world--
and gave his benediction to the
throng.
Chanted Response
Two swallow, swooped over the
dome of St Peter's as voices in the
crovid chanted the Latin responses
to the Litany which began situ
"blessed be the name of the Lord,"
The Pope's voice broke slightly
with emotion as he made the sign
of the crass and invoked the bless-
ing "In the name of the Father.
of the Soil and the Holy Ghost
Amen"
Montan.* is considered forward-
looking and Vatican observers be-
lieved he would continue support-
ing the movements started by Pope
John toward church reforms. Chris-
tian unity and improved relations
with the Communist governments.
The coronation of the new Pope
probably will be held within the
next 10 days "dangerous" that they have tried
Pope Paul VI. a slight dark-eyed to scare him with bombs
‘;'t1, ars • • •
ICentinsted From Page Ii
gularly, but it also brought people,
fame and fortune to the area.
By constantly working to harness
tn.. big rivers. through TVA and
other agencies, Western Kentucky
today has apparently won out over
the destructive forces and sees a
brighter future_
-It is on this theme Mr. Hunter
said. that Stars in My Crown was
cast. The first production of the
historical drama will be on Saturday
night June 22.
Several visitors were present for
the meeting, Homer Pogue had as
his guest Hinman of Columbus.
ancsissippi. Vernon Hale had Mr
White of Memphis, Tennessee as •I
guest. Russell Alexander of Dry—
den. Tennessee was a gues tat'
James Garrison.
Donald Tucker. sotto recently at-
tended the Rotary International
meeting in St Louis, gave a short
report on the convention.
Carnie Hendon presented a flag
to the Murray Rotary Club on be-
half of Murray Camp 592
man was a favorite of Pope Plus
XII. alto preceded Pope John. as
well as of John The Milan arch-
bishop V. iS considered a likely can-
didate to succeed Pius in 1958 %then
John was elected
Regarded by his colleagues as
unusually intelligent and competent,
Pope Paul VI has wide experience
earned by 30 years with the Vatican
secretariat of state and nine years
as Archbishop of Milan. a booming
industrial city
He had been active against' he
Communasts in the Milan region,
and the Reds consider him so
rol•
-14••••-•
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•
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Carpenter
1962
Gagarin
1961
Bylcovslty
1963
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Schirra
1962
Topnotch
1.962
Cooper
1963
Titer
1961
THE LIST IS GROWING —Russia now Is ahead. 6 to 4, In manned flights Into space, and the
Soviet in the street DI wondering, "What next r Shown ale all the space travelers to date:
Yuri A. Gagann, 28, one orbit; Gherman S. Tituv, 21$, 17 tubas; John IL Glenn Jr., 40,
three orbits; M Scott Carpenter, 37, three ()ilia,: Andrian 0 Nikolayev. 32, 64 orbits;
Pavel R. Popuvich, 31. 48 orbits; Walter M. Schirra, 314, six orbits; L Gordon Cooper, 36,
22.9 orbits; Valery F.Rykovsky. 28, and Valentina Tereankuva. 26- ((.'oostra1 Press)
Kentucky Lake Offers
Good Strings Catfish
FRANKFORT. Ky Her-
rington lake with N hiie and black
DII,71g ass rated today as the
best bet for weekend fishermen
The state Department of Fish
snd Wildlife Resources said crap-
pies acre staging a comeback at
moat lakes around the state with
blue-lull and catfish catches report-
ed good
White and black bass were also
reportea biting at Dale Hollowwith Pirate Tryouts Are
sne bluegal and crappie being
nonvested. Held At Paducah
Lake Cumberland reported that , pADucka Ky for
while bass fishing in the upper 
Tryouts 
Lina players 
will be held by the
section was best with crappie catches , Y°
Pittsburgh Pirates here today and
good around drifts and fallen trees.
Bs r 
aid players 
Scouting 
a 
' s must be 16 years old
supervisor Jim Burns
to attend the tryouts at Brander
Stadium final 9 a m. to 2 pm. 123T
Kentucky Lake offered good
strings of catfish below the damn
and white bass and sauger by aisM•
ing around the piers
Casting the jumps for white bass
has paid off at Rough Riser with
artificial worms bringing somiic
strings of black bass
YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
TRADE WITH
A. PARKER MOTORS
PLaza 3-5273 Murray, Ky.
LARGE VOLUME — LOW PROF11
"Service Built Our Business"
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A NEW OR USED CARI
'a s
Tr.
uTI-kd
,
4 71.
•
LEVPS'mark
CONTINENTALS
No belt—no pleats—no cuffs. Nothing to
detract from the masterful masculine cut.
Plains and patterns in man-pleasing
shades—carefree wash-and-wear fabrics.
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"SEVEN SEAS
TO CALAIS"
In COLOR
* STARTS SUNDAY!-*
At.
WHY "HOD'
I
55 41)
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